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GENERATIVE PHONOLOG/ DEPENDENCY PHONOLOGY

AND SOUTHERN FRE CH

The purpose of this articlel threcIfold. First
of all, it concentrates on some aspects of a major
accent of French which hcs received little attention
in recent years. Secondly, it a'Aduces further
evidence in tsvour of giving syllables a formal
status withing generative phonology. Thirdly, it
includes an illustration and defence of some of the
concepts of dependency phonology as presented by
Anderson and Jones (1974). In Many respects the,
present acticle is an introduction to the phenomena
in question and it is hoped that most of the ideas
will be developed further elsewhere.

The accent which is described here is essentially the
variety of French spoken in Hdrault but the phenomena
to be discussed seem to me to extend far beyond the
limits of this "ddpartement" and,perhaps to charact-
erize Southern French as a whole'. The pronunciation

1 A preliminary version of this paper was pre-
sented in a departmental seminar at the
University of Essex, and I wish to thank all
my colleagues for their suggestions and support.
A special debt of gratitude is owed to P.J.Brew,
M.K. MacMahon and_I.Roca, without whose
constructive criticisms this article would not
have existed. I am, of course, solely responsible
for all remaining errors.
I have also made extensive use of my family
and my friends in Hdrault and elsewhere in the
Midi and I wish to thank them for their cooper-
Ation and their patience.

2. My analysis corresponds for example to the descript-
ion given for the Toulouse area in the classical
study by Sdguy (1951). Most of the Midi speakers
I have encountered and studied seemed to conform
to it. It would of course be premature to claim
that this is the pronunciation of all Southern
French speakers,_nevertheless, the expression
"Southern French" will be uSed throughout with a
reference which, at this stage of our knowledge,
should not be taken literally.
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described here is a familiar colloquial one
which partially explains why some of my assertions
appear to clash with Martinet's and Deyhime's
studies on the pronunciation of FrenCh. Deyhime
(1967), to take the most recent approach, has
made a careful questionnaire-survey of the pro-
nunciation of a number of key-words for 500
subjects originating from various parts of
France. His informants were first of all asked
whether they made a particular diStinction
(e.g. between R21 and peau, sotte.and saute) or
pronounced 4 word in such and such a
did they say lion or buee in one or two syllables?).
Deyhime also asked them to say the words in
question and compared their actual pronunciation
with the one they ilaimed to be making. Not
surprisingly Deyhime's "Enqudte sur la phonologic
du français contemporain" produces what are in my

opinion, rather odd resUltS. 40% (34% to his ear)
of his Midi informants would make a difference
between sotte and saute. whereas / transcribe
them both as (s3te17Aiain 40% (34% to his ear) of
the Midi informants declare that they distinguish
'eone and 11_15, when I would claim that socio-
linguistically such a person would acquire for
his or her compeers a "prononciatiOn parisienne"
and would be felt not to belong to their ling-

uistic community. But we know, and Labov (1966)
has proved it beyond question, that there is an
abyss between the way people speak and The way they

think they speak. Furthermore, the pronunciation
of People varies conSiderably when they read a
list, a passage, or tell a story not to mention
variations along other social parameters. I

therefore feel that Deyhime's survey3 to be useful,

should be-integrated to a sociolinguistic study
such as the one made by Labov for New York English,

and I will in What follows ignore his results.

3. Apart from the objections relating to the
"reflexive" and artificial side of Deyhime's
questionnaire which presupposes that theoretical
terms like "syllable", "length", etc., have
been clarified within linguistic theory let

alone for naive informants, there are many
problems connected with the social origin of
his subjects (they are all students), the fact

that they were all living in Paris at the time
of the survey, and so on and so forth. Deyhime
himself is Aware of it (cf.his remarks pp 64-6B)

and it may be no accident that his final
diagram (p.81) for Midi French matches my own
observatiene (Part III).



The rules I. will be concerned with are essentially
low-level phonetic rules (in the sense of Schane
(196B)), what would traditionally be called
allophOnic rules. The framework adopted here is
that of generative phonology. In other_words,
it is assumed that there is no intermediary level
between the (morpho-)phonological representations
and the phOnetic oUtput. The reasons for
rejecting sUCh a level have been stated repeatedly
in the specialised literatureq, and there would be
little point in going over all of them once again.
It may neverthclesS be Observed that mOst of the
arguments given for French have been borrowed from
morphological alternations rather than paradigmatic
contrastS arising frOM identical underlying forms
such as rider ^w writer in American English5. Not
surprisifiFWfairrTilialar examples can be found
within FrenCh. There are dialects of French,
notablV those coMprised in the vast crescent that
goes from the Ardennes to Normandy, where a contrast
between /u/..../u:/, /1/-41:/, and /ek/e:/
ean be found5. The situation in this reSpect is
the same as that which prevailed in XVIIth and
XVIIIth century in France. Typical eXamples of
this contrast are:

[11 la lie [11:] la boue [by:, salde isale:] nue (ny:1

le lit le bout [hi] said [sale] nu (nyi

4. See Chomsky (1964), Chomsky and Halle (1968).
For a non-generative approach to phonology See
Martinet (1965); a point by point rebuttal, as far
as the treatment of French is cOncerned, can be
found in Dell (1973a).

S. See Halle (1962).

6. Cf. Martinet (1969), pp 177=6 and 211-2,
Deyhime, pp 70-1.



Given the tenets-of autonomous phonemics, four

extra phonemes should be recognized for these

dialects since the contrasts in the same environ-

ment C i yield differences in Meaning. But

this approach seems to be neither economical nor

insightful. It is obvious, at first sight,

that the contrast occurs in a rather limited set

of cases: feminine vs. masculine nouns, and

feminine vs masculine adjectives. We also know

that feminine adjectives are normally formed in

French by adding the neutral vowel /a/ to the stem,

this latter being dropped under eertain conditions

in most varieties of French7. /t would therefore

appear much rimpler to posit that all the forms in

(1) have an underlying schwa:

(2) la lie /11.1, la boue /bae/, s /salea/,

nue /nye/ and that a late rule- assimilates

[a] to the preceding vowel:

+vocalic

- consonan 1

tense

back

S high

low

4 round__

-+ vocalic
- consonant
a back
S high

low
o round

3.

Rule (3) would convert the wos of (21 into C91:

[4) la lie (M), la boue (buu), salde (selee),

aue (nyy] which accounts for the contrasts
we started from. Since schwa has in any
case to be postulated for the proper funct-
ioning of French, all we need to add to the

grammar is rule C31 which is a good example

of regressive assimilation.

7. For the postulation of schwa in French consult
Schane (1968), Dell (1973a), (1973b).

9. Schwa is at the phonetic level (once again in
the sense of Schane (1958)) the only-lax vowel.
The features are those set out in Chomsky and
Halle (1969), taking into account the suggestions

made pp. 353-5.
r,



It is on the basis of such arguments that the
idea of a single autonomous level where ali the
contrasts could be established has been rejected.
,emd as we indicated before we shall take as
axiomatic that such a rejection le correct9.
We shall, however, in what follows start from the
"phonemic" system of standard French and compere
it with the "phonemic" system of Southern French,
The reasons for this are purely expository.
All we need to assume is that the phonological
segments mentioned below would appear at some
point or Other of the derivation and that they
would undergo the rules we will presently mention
(for further details on this see the Appendix).

The bulk of my areument (part III) consists in

showing that the concept of the syllable10 is
called forth bv our examples and allows mox*e

insightful eeneralizations. Part IV represents
an attempt to solve a residual problem be havine
recourse to some formal notions provided by
dependency Phonology. Part II serveS merely the
function of refreshing the reader's mind for
contrastive Purposes. -

II

+high
-low
-high
low

-high
+low

andard French Svste

At the "phonemic" level standard French
possesses the following segments:

TENSE SET

-Back +Back
*Round -Round +Round -Round

0

LAX SET

--tense
-back

e * -high
*low

9. Notice that Schane (1971) proposes to -recog-
nize the phoneme as "a viable phonological
unit" but says about autonomous phonemics that

"The theoretical arguments against such a

level are sound". (p. 503).

10. Notice incidentally that Schane (1968), in
contradistinction to Chomsky and Halle (1968)

uses the concept of the syllable for some of

his phonetic adjustments. See, for instance,

pp.aS and 42.



For some speakers an opposition is made between
/a/ and /a/ but it is losing ground and we follow
Schane ((1968) p.19) and Martinet ((1969) p.188)
in not seeing it as crucial in standard French,

At the level we are envisaging /a/ is classified
as (+back, -round), but would probably appear as

central in the final phonetic representation.
This does not pose any problem if we bear in mind

the distinction between the classificatory and
the phonetic function of features. It will also
be noticed that we have not listed the nasal
vowels as they are not central to our argument.

What should perhaps be mentioned is the fact that

some of the oppositions high-lighted in (5) are
weak or, to use Martinet's term, neutralized in

many positions To Quote Martinet (1989) at
some length: "Entre Farisiens d'une :name classe
sociale, ii n'y a aucun accord sur le degra
d'ouverture de la voyelle de gal, sai, irai, les,

ces, mes, etc. Ailleurs qu'a la finale, le
choix de [c] ou de [el est presque automatique.
Come l'Opposition (0] - (cei n'a jamais ata

d'une grande utilit6, seuljo) [p], dont on
voit mal comment on pourrait se dispenser et
qu'une majorité de MAridionaux arrive a conserver,
maintient la nacesoité de distingUer, entre
celui de /I/ et celui de /a!, deux degras
moyens d'ouverture du maxillaire" (p.189). To
supplement Martinet's observations it can also be
pointed out that the /o/ - /0/ opposition is rather

Precarious in many contexts. It is sufficient to
take the list of words ending in os and comuare
their transcriptions in a variety of dictionaries
to persuade oneself that the situation is not

absolutely straightforward:

thermos

JUILLAND HARRAP WARNANT

los/ /us/ los/ & /ps/

As for Southern French making a general distinction
between /0/ and /0/ there is little point in resusci

ating the objections made to Deyhime in the earlier

part of this article.



III The Southern

The Southern French
makes no "phonemic"
/0/ - /e/, and /o/
following examples,
for standard French
way:

_ench

System I am considering
difference between /0/ - /m/,
- /o/. In other words, the
which can be minimal pairs
are pronounced in the same

[7] jeune (3mne] dth [ate] r e (kotel

jedne [3mne] kais fete] cotte [kote]

Final schwa is normally pronounced before a pause

(eg il est jeune A A [I! e cen] but dropped

before a vowel (eg il est ieune et bete A 0 [II

e Amn e bsta]. Let us characterize the system

as follows:

TENSE SET

-Back *Back

+Round -Round +Found -Round

+high
-low

-high
-low

-high
+low

LA) SET

--tense
-back

/e/s -high
+low

ll.Note that speakers of this type of French have

an Occitan substratum and are in many cases in

a situation of diglossia. See Lafont (1971)

and Giordan (1975). The problem of relating
this substratum (itself a complex set of
interrelated dialects) to Southern French
probunciation is a fascinating one and useful

to verify some theoretical
assumptions but its

magnitude makes it lie beyond the limited

bounds of our study.

1 0



It is however the case that (01 and [ce],'[e] and
(c), [o] and Eo), all appear at the phonetic
level. Here are some representative examples:

(9] (a)

heureux 001 mettez [mete]

neutral Ser [nOtralfze] 6triper(etrIpel

Euclide [oklide) drable [erable]

creusiez [krpzje] dtiold tetjole]

(b)

moto [mato]

oprimer (oprimel

proclamer[proklame)

rosier (rozjel

bonheur (bonmr) mer [mcr) corporel [korporcl]

secteur (scktmr) rester (rtste) poste (postal

heurter (certe] Elmire (cImIrel opticien toptisitn]

oeil (cej] Pavan (percj] roc (rok]

neutre [n

pleure (pl

mettre (metre] socle [sokle

auerre (gcre] rose Croze]

If for the moment we limit our attention to 9 (a)

and (b) we can see that the hieh variants occur
(i) before a word boundary, (ii) before a sinale
consonant followed by a vowel, (iii) before two
consonants provided that the second one is a liquid
or a glide. On the other hand, the low variants
occur (i) before a non-syllabic followed by a word
boundary, (ii) before two consonants provided that
the second one is not a liquid or a glide. The
situation is summarised in (101.

(10] Hip: variant (0,0,0] variant Cm,e,

C1 (i[1' ) V

Ci C2

where C2 must be
either an obstruent
or a nasal, ie
(*cons, -vac)
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A superficial inspection of [10] shows that in
each case the environments are completely
disparate. What is it, for example, that makes
a single consonant followed by a vowel have the
same effect as a pause boundary? Why is (tr1
different from Ertl (cf neutraliser vs, heurter
in (9112? It seems also surely accidental that
two consonants of a certain type (eg (kt1 in
secteur) behave in the name way as a pause
boundary. We can, of course, starting from our
characterization of the system in [81 formulate
a rule:

[11]
-
+voc
-cons

r-voc 1
_71ow L4consj

but, as can te seen the choice comprised within
the braces does not seem to be highly motivated13.
Another solution might be to accept that syllables
are part and parcel of phonological description.
If we assume 'for the moment that the traditional

12. Saussure in his Cours (p.78) formulated
very similar aueiiI,TWIs: "en vieux haut
allemand havl, balg, wagn, lane, donr, dorn
sont devenues plus tard haval, balg, wavan,
lane. donnar, dorn Ma-IScomment
formuler la ioxr D'od nrovient la
difference? Sans doute des groupes de
consonnes (v1, lv, gn, contenus dans ces
mots. Il est bien-611177(Tu'ils se composent
d'une occlusive qui dans un cas est precedde,
et dans l'autre suivie d'uni liquide ou
d'une nasale: main qu'en Aussi
longtvmos que g et n sont suppos45 quant1t4s
homovenes on ne comprend pas pourquoi le con-
tact E n produirait d'autres effets que

13. Another possibility might be to take into
account- Lass's suggestion to assign the
features (+cons, -voc) to wol boundaries:
This is a line of argument I 111 not pursue
here.

12



way of assigning syllable boundaries in French is
correct, a much clearer picture emerges. Let

us consider the (0) (m) examples of (9) (a) and
(b), and revrrite them with syllable boundaries
($ indicates the beginning and/or end of a

syllable):

12 (a) $ $ r $

$ nO $ tra $ 11$ ze $

$ kr0 $ zjn $

(b ) $ b o $ n r $

sek $ tor $

$ mr

If the same thing is done with the other examples

of [9] (a) and (b) it will be obvious that the
rule we are dealing with is a very simple and

nattrnal one. We get a high variant in open
syllables (ie when no consonant intervenes
between the vowel and the syllable boundary) and

a low variant in closed syllables (ie when one or
possibly more consonants intervene between the'-

vowel and the syllable boundary). Instead of rule

(11) we would now have:

+Wee
-cons
-high
_-1Pw

[4.1c44) / (-sylll $

and (131 is undoubtedly preferable to (111.
There is nevertheless a whole set of examples

which still awaits discussion, namely [9) (c).

All these words have a low variant in front of

one consonant (or two consonants of a certain type)
followed in turn by the neutral vowel. What is

puzzling is that the two consonants in question

are those that normally determine an open syllable

(ie an obstruent followed by a liquid). And, in

fact, in styles of standard French where schwa is

pronounced (eg poetry) the accepted division of
words like neutre and gum!! into syllables is

neuftre and gue$rre. Why do we not obtain:
(nOtrIland Caere)?

13



These examples may appear to be counter-evidence
to a syllable-based phonological model. But notice
that since the lowering of / Ø,e,o 1 in [9] (c)
occurs in environments different from those stip-
ulated in (11) the rule is no simpler for non-
syllabic phonology [14]:

[14]

-;tvoc
-cons
-high

roc-low
onsJ

([:grclj)
-tense
-cons

A

If we bear in mind the normal conventions for the
eXpansion of such schemateas [14] , we can see
that [14] is in fact an abbreviation for four
rules (given in terms Of examples):

(b)

( c )

(i) neutre [nwtre

(ii) veuille [vmje]

mer [err]

seotaire [stlittre]

The reader will have noticed that we can modify
[13] in exactly the same way as we modified
[11], namely [15] (We shall hereafter refer to
[15] as the FINAL ADJUSTMENT RULE abbreviated as
FIN ADJ):

[15]

I

FIN ADZ -4.voc
-cons
-high

L-1°w -

( +10 syll]
4-conj
+voc

$

(a)

(b)

(o)

The schema [15] abbreviates three rulee and
therefore, at the simple level of the formulation,
represents a gain over [14]. Furthermore, it

ill embodies the insight that for the majority
of words considered the variant obtained is
determined by its position within the syllable.

14
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On the basis of the evidence presented here
we would therefore argue that the introduction
of syllables would afford greater insights into
phonological processes. It could of course be
objected that such a modification of phonolog-
ical theory is hardly warranted in view of the
superficial nature of our examples. They are
after all equivalent to allophonic variants within
a taxonomic model of phonology. This argument
is not flawless. First of all, there is a fair
amount of evidence from various languages in
favour of giving syllables a formal theoretical
status (in particular see Hooper, (1972);
Anderson and Jones, (1974)). Secondly, if we
consider the grammar as a way of connecting
sound and meaning, then all aspects of the sound
structure of a language must be dealt with, in
the same way that all aspects of its semantic
structure must come under investigation. And,
whatever level the linguistic phenomena belong to,
arguments based on "economy" and "insightfulness"
must be able to operate.

There is nevertheless an outstanding problem in
the formulation of FIN ADJ (R 15). It is still
true that 15 (a) (i) and (ii) represent exceptions
to the more normal pattern. But if we believe
in the naturalness of Phonological processes we
may, once again, wonder what it is that makes
one consonant (or two consonants of a Certain
type) followed by a schwa have the same effect as
a closed syllable. Or to put it another way, what
is it that overrules the syllabic bracketing in
words like autre (auStre), guerre (gue$rre) or
pleure (pleuSreY? It cannot be a mere coincidence
that the vowel which seems to bring about this
realization, ie [.] , is unioue at the low phonetic
leve114. It is the only member of the lax set,
as (8) emphasizes, and therefore always unstressed.
In part IV, I shall attemnt to provide some

This is not true at the phonological level,
since the latter is composed of five tense
vowels and eight lax ones including schwa.
See Schane (1971) p. 346_and the appendix-;

1,5
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explanation for this phenomenon15. In order
to do thiS, I haVe had to approach this topic
frog( the angle of dependency phonology.

IV SYLLABLES AND DEPENDENCY PHONOLOGY

One of the main problems that have always beset
phonologists dealing with syllables has been that
of assigning syllable boundaries and establishing
cilteria for so doing. Is it, for example,
absolutely certain that a word like rabbit should
be analysed as rs$bit? Various phonologists
have pointed out that syllables appeared to be
"interlocking" units but unfortunately this has
generally led them to the rejection of the
syllable as a viable phonological entity. To
put the discussion at a more technical level, this
means that phonologists have been reluctant to
allow non-proper bracketing of syllables. By a
Proper bracketing, is meant one that assigns a
given element to one and only one constituent.
At the level of syntax, given three formatives
A, B and C, the'surface structure A B C cannot
specify A B as a phrase and B C as a phrase: the
string may be bracketed as [(AB1C] or CA[BCA but
not both ways simultaneously [A(B1C1. To
return to our previous example rabbit Irehit/,
the Medial /b/ must belong to the first syllable or
to the second one but not to both at the same time.

15. Observe that the lowering cannot be due to
vowel harmony (or,t0 ,use another terminology,
regressive assimilation), since /e/ is
[-high, -low] in état !ate], /o/ [-high, Amyl
in otage [ota3m1,TRspite of the following
fai [-high, +low]. Nor can it be brought
about, as could be argued in standard French
(see eg. Schane (1968), n.47), by dropping of
schwa, (which creates a closed syllable),
since in that dialect schwa is generally not
dropped. Thin argument is in any case dubious
even for standard French since in the styles
where the neutral vowel is retained the lower-
ing still takes place.

16
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Anderson and Jones (1974) have recently put

forward a number of arguments re-affirming the

relevance.of the syllable as a structural unit,

and showing that this was possible if one were

prepared, at least for languages like English,

to permit nen-Proper bracketing. The criterion .

they suggest for assigning boundaries to medial

clusters is to take into account the constraints

on final and initial clusters of monosyllables.

Let us exemPlifY-this
with the help of two cases.

A word like rabbit woule be bracketed as follows:

(Irs[2b]lit)7-riWi square brackets designate

syllable boundaries not a phonetic transcription)

with the /b/ belonging to both the first and the

second syllable. The reason of this is simple:

/b/ can be syllable final in a monosyllable

(cf. cab) and it can also be syllable-initial

(cf. 5I1). To take a more complex examole,

reluctant would be bracketed as (Iri[2 I]lak[302ent13.

ITCW-I-Wa-esting cluster is the second medial

cluster ct. We know that /kt/ is possible as

the end c7)? a monosyllable (cf. duct) but we also

know that there is no monosyllaTi-beginning with

/kt/, therefore whereas the second syllable

encompasses /kt/, the third one can only begin

with /t/, since /t/ is possible initially

(cf. tick). Anderson and Jones (1974) demonstrate

that such a treatment
clarifies a number of

phonetic and phonological facts (particularly

relating to stress rules in English) which

otherwise remain unexplained.

They then go on to claim that the following

principles gOvern the character ef medial

clusters (p.7):

1167 (a) Medial clusters are composed of a

syllable-final preceding a syllable-

initial sequence.

(b) "Precede" includes ov rlap where

possible-

Interestingly enough. Anderson,
in a short but

thought-provoking note
((Anderson) 1973), had

broached the ease queStion in a more universal-

istic spirit. He speaks there in terms of

17-
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"interludes","codas" and onset ' and formulates
the governing principles thus:

(161' (a) Interlude = coda- onset

(b) t is preferred to

(" 452 indicates precedence, "-<1-2' Strict

precedence, "=" coincidence).

Anderson adds that such a fule "could make a fair
claim to being a language universal, provided the
coda is allowed to be null". He also declares
that "French, not surprisingly, conforms ta
[16] " and adduces same evidence in favour of
overlapping syllables in that language. Although
this decision may be correct, it seems as yet
difficult to see what advantages could be drawn -

from it. It would appear that the same general-
izations can be achieved whether or not we permit
overlap in French. Furthermore, the tradition
of French phonologists is overwhelmingly in
favour of assigning Single medial consonants to
th c! following vowel, not to mention the well-
known phenomenon of final consonants jumpinp
across oorohene or ward boundaries (cf petit
ami = pe - ti ta mi). And this partially
accounts for the discrepancy that exists in French
between the phonalo7y and the morphology. To
quote Gardel°((1968) pp.23-4): "Ainsi la syllable
n'est pas incluse dans le mot en frangais, mais
elle l'est en russe, et dans beaucoup d'autres
langues: la coupe de syllables coincide avec
la coupe de mots en russe mais non en francais:
compares -choeur angélique, coupe syllabique
(k.m-ei-e-I'lk] et r, x'or 'apgelov, coupe
syllabioue 'kb. I shall
assume that this point of view is correct and
assign medial consonants unambiuously to the
preceding or following syllable. The only
constraint that will be taken into account will

be based an permissible intial .sequences.

16. See also Matthews (1974), P.

1 8



Alternatively, since this decision raises
some problems which we cannot go into here17, we
can for Present purposes predict syllable bound-
aries by a rule such as the one presented in
Hooper (1972) (but not envisaging it au a
universal):

£171 i -nag
+son

400n5 ][-conell

-son

Either decision, perhaps with some modIfications
will allow FIN ADJ [R15] to operate.

The next problem we need to deal with is that of
the strUctural representation of syllables.
Implicit in most traditional approaches is the
idea that constituency rules of the form:
Syllable -----*(C) V (C) indicate quite adequately
the structure of syllables. Note that this
suggests among other things that consonants and
voweld belong to the same rank. Once again
Anderson and Jones make ProPosals of auite a
different mture: they put forward the case that
syllables could be more apPronriatelv represented
by dependency trees. Dependency trees have already
been usedin syntax by a variety of linguists
(including Anderson)18. In a devendeney tree
pre-terminal categories have been eliminated,
and in niece of the constituency relationship
(eg Det 4 Noun = Noun-Phrase), th-e-caterories

_v111

Particularly in relation to interludes the
first element of which is /s/ (Cf. rester
[rests]), and which according to our
criterion should be reSster (yielding ik(restel)
since /s/ is possible initially in a
cluster. Cf sport, stable, etc., etc.

IS. On this problem see Anderson and Jones ( 74)

PP 9=15. Seetoo Anderson (1971) Ch II, and
the references therein. The rest of our
Paper borrows rather heavily from Anderson
and Jones (1974), we can only advise the
reader to turn to this article for further
explanations or clarifications.

19
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are "hierarchized" with respect to dependency.
The dependency relationship itself is related to
traditional notions like government, rection,
rank and also endocentricity. Anderson (1971, p.43)
within the framework of his localistic grammar of

case, represents the sentence "the duckling was
killedlly_feifst" in the followlIii way:

Verb

nominative copula e_gative

Noun

1

!
%

1

0 the duckling was killed by Egb'ert

The position of Verb indicates its hyper-relation-
al and governing function within the sentence;
as for the case elements they express the relation
contracted between the denendent Nouns and the
governing Verb. And as is immediately obvious
each category has a surface realization ($ could
be interpreted as the deletion of the preposition
of in subject positiOn: cf.ths_kiaLle of the

gMEhlinE).

Anderson and Jones extend this type of
representation to syllables. Each syllable has
for central governing element a syllabic segment,
and all the other segments are subordinate to it.

If we may be forgiven for-quoting Anderson and
Jones (1974, p.9) rather at length: "such a
characterization of syllables is appropriate if

we can provide an empirical interpretation of
subordination such that for each syllable
there is a determinate centre ... to which all
other elements are subordinate. We claim that
syllabicity, and more generally, degree of
sonority, are just such an interpretation, and
that the syllabic element is the centre of each

syllable. Associated with each syllable there
is a unique sonority peak whose identification
is available to native speakers, and enables
them, for instance, to count the number of

20
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syllables in an utterance". If we take a
syllable like bit /bit/ there is a syllabic
/1/ to which all the other eleMents art subordinate.
The graph structure we would associate with
it ia as follows:

18

5 i t

The word rabbit frobit/ which as we said was
bracketedWrIrw[b]it] will correspond to the
tree [19];

f 19

The /b/ is bidependent on /a/ and li/ since, as
our bracketing shows, it belongs to both the
first and the second syllable. 'Anderson and
Jones then go on to argue that one of the -

functions of the stress assignment rules is-to
select one of the Syllabics of a word and to
subordinate the others to it. The word rabbit
would now be represented as follows:

(1.9

At this point we need to introduce a theoretical
distinction which is going to be crucial to

21
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the rest of our argument. If there is an arc
leading from a particular node (say C1) to
another node which is higher in the tree (say V1)
without there being any intervening node between
them we shall say that the lower node is dependent
on the first one. In the cane of [1911 Cl, C2,
V2 depend on Vl; C2 and C3 depend on V2 but
C3 does not depend on V1. If on the other hand
there is a path leading from a particular node
to a higher node (irrespective of the presence of
other nodes on this path) we shall speak of
subordination. 'Cl, C2, V2, C3 are therefore all
subordinate to V1. Having equipped ourselves
with these theoretical tools we can now turn to
our French problem.

I have suggested earlier that It might be prefer-
able, until further evidence is found, not to
allow interlocking syllables in French. A
medial consonant (whether part of a cluster or
not) will belong to one and only one syllable.
If we take for example the word cerceau, at the
level of derivation in question,-Uts phonological
representation will be /serge/. It will then
be bracketed E1serli[2so)2 (or Sser$so$, if we
wish to keep tfie same symbols). If we now
choose to represent phonological Words by means
of dependency trees all French words will
appear as a series of disconnected graphs. The
word /serso/, to use-the same example, will
appear as (20

(20)

FIN ADJ [R151 will operate at this point and
convert /sersol into (sersol, since the bracketing
of the word indicates that the first syllable
is closed and therefore that the environeental
conditions for 15 (b) are met. Until now it
could be said that the use of dependency trees
is nothing other than a notational variant of a
traditional structural representation. This is

2
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also, at least at first sight, true of the
contentious examples of [9] (c). Let us take
the word guerre, its "phonemic" structure is
Ogler./ and according to the criteria mentioned
above for the division intoLsyllables it must
be bracketed as [19011 [2r02., The dependency
tree corresponding to this is:

(21)

c2

a

The situation seems in no way improved. Why
should there be a lowering of the first vowel in
this particular configuration. But notice that
guerre is stressed on the first syllable, and
that the second syllable is unstressed. In
other words, we need, according to the conven-

ns established, to subordinate the less om
non-stressed syllabic to the stressed one:

[22] V-1

;

A cursory glance at [22] reveals some connection
between C2 and V1; there is a Path leading from
V1 to C2. The same is true of the other words
of [9] (c) which are all stressed on the first

Syllable. As we said above, when a segment (eg
C1 in (20]) is directly dominated by the
governing element we will describe it as a
dependent element; if it is simply dominated
(eg C2 in relation to V1 in (221) we will sneak
of subordination. We could therefore propose,
instead of FIN ADJ, the following tentative rule
(handling as typical cases (20] and (221):

2 3
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[23] A (-high,-low) vowel segment becomes
[-41ow]in the context of a right-hand
side dependent or subordinate consonant.

Thie formulation would correspond to the
intuitive feeling that ir words like pleura,'
guatres, autre the consonant(s) somehow belong
to the first vowel in spite of the syllabic
structure. But it is also the case that, if
we compare the right-hand side environments of
the crucial vowels in [201 and [221, another
generalization is possible: both I/1's have a
dependent element (in one case a consonant, in
the other a vowel) to the right. In consequence,
another simpler rule is possible:

(24) A [-high,-low] vowel segment becomes
[410w] in the context of a right-hand
side dependent segment.

b ye now found a rule that covers all the cases
of L9J, (b) and (c) without treating (9) (c)
as a set of exceptions. This rule is undeniably more,
insightful and simpler than FIN ADJ, although
it could be argued that the introduction of
such complex machinery is perahps not justified
by the generalisation we were looking for. I

would accept this criticism and hope that the
-examination of a wider range of data will help
to clarify the issue.

Before I close the discussion, I would like to
look back to the words of [91(c). Yhe reader
will have noticed that ell of them have a schwa
in final position. It is not impossible,
however, to find examples where the neutral vowel
is not final:

[251 aigrelet, osselets
formellement, autrement. seulement
reverie, sonnerie, pleutrerie

In SoUthern French the neutral vowel is never
dropped in'that_position. The examples of [25]
would be phonetically realized as:

[26] (Egrele). [osole], [f3rmelem54]*
[otremliel [seismal)), [reveri], [
(ph:Orel-1

2 4
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The words of [251 are ell composed of a stem*
el * a derivational suffix.1.1 According
to Sohane's convention (1968) pp 62-3, they
should all be stressed on the suffix. But the
stem of these words must also be stressed since
the [m1 of seulement and the [el of
formellemeni-illi-riiued respectively from /*/
and /a/T fronting takes place under the
influence of stress. We could therefore put
forward the following informal rule:

[27] When the suffixes -let, -ment, -rie, -ron
are added to a stem plus 1.1, both the
suffix and the stem are stressed.

Rule [271:will enable our new formulations Of
FIN AN' (ie rule [24]) to operate. But the,
fact that [el is Pronounced in this Position
in Southern French has Some unfortunate
consequences. A word like formellement
according to [27], must be StresSid-as follows:

[28] 0 1 0 1

formellement

But it is clearly undesirable that-the first
vowe [261 should be as unstressed as schwa20

19. I have been able tO find only one example
---that was-clearly-nOt-derivationalf namely

cAleri [seleri].

20. It may be objected that it is , in any
ease, midleading to speak of stress when
all we are dealing with is different vowel
qualities. Ruch an objection is based on
the premise that stress is only associated
with positive propertiee (eg loudneesP.
There are reasons to doubt that such a view
is correct= See Chomaky (1968), Ch III and,
within a "functionalist framework, Garde
(1968), pp 57-66.

2
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The difficulty we are now encountering is thPt
of dealing with stress at the low-phonetic level.
Sehane has convincingly demonstrated that since
many of the phonological changes are a
consequence of stress, stress placement has to
be a relatively high-ordered rule and must, of
course, apply at the underlying level.
There is no one-to-one correspondence between
Stress at the (mornho-) phonolorical level and
stress at the phonetic level where the last
syllable of a word (unless a Schwa follows)
must be accentuated. But it is arguable
whether stress is a propertv Of words as such
at the phonetic level rt is indeed true
that in citation forms the last syllable of
a word is always stressed. But this rule is
only a subset of all the rules that operate
at the utterance level. Another rule is,
for example, that in NP-VP constructions, the
last syllabl of each phrase is stressed.
N a 'ie dot-Wait, la pet'ite dorm'ait, but
la etite dormmTo allow the
operat on of these rules some of which have a
clear syntactic basis, we could suggest the
following convention:

[297 At the low-phonetic level all tense
vowels are stressed.'

A word like formellement would, first of all, be
stressed in accordance with SChane's rule and
appear, let us say, in the form [281 [297

which is a very late rule, would convert it to [307:

[307 1 1 0 1

formellement

Add [301 would be the input to the stress=
assignemnt rules at the utterance level. If it

happens to be given in its citation form, the

last syllable will be stresSed (by eonVention
all other StreSses are reduced by 1)I

[317 2 2 a 1

formellement

On the other hand in [3271 in a NP-VP ConetructiOn

formelleMent haS the same 'stress contour as
t3-01iiiceptthat all the atreeses art reduced by 1.

2 6



(321 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 1 0

La contestation est formellement interdite.

The advantage of [29] is that it salves the
uzzling problem of the stress structure of
13), and that it allows rule [24] to operate
should we discover more and more examples like
celeri which do not conform to the mOrpho-
I6iril pattern of [25). The reader may
perahps think that at the end of the exercise
things art not all that simplified, but as
P. Anderson put it: "I have yet to see any
problem, however complicated, which when you
looked at it the right way1 did not become
still more complicated."21

22. Quoted in Katz (1972), o 56,
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APPENDIX

In some respects our description malt, appear
to simplify the actual situation in Southern
French. If we assume that Southern French
has the same underlying structure as
Standard French, and there is some evidence
triat this assumption is correct, then some
of the low-level phonetic realizations are
directly specified by the morpho-phonological
rules. For instance, to account for:

clart4 clairj, solitude - seul

there would be a rule of the form:

[:bac (-back) /[tstress]

In that case clair and seul would appear as
(kler] and (s;i17;ithout having to undergo
our rule (151 FIN ADJ. Observe however that
the first vocalic segment of solitude,
specified as f+low, 4back, +round, -tpnsel
in the underlying representations worild
later have to he raised in the accent in
question since the final representation is
[solltuda] The raising would be triggered
off by the fact that /o/ is, in that case, in
an open syllable. The same is true of a word
like 1:4:lir, whose morpho-nhonological
representation is ibenir/ (in order to
account for Ibli/ under stress), but the
first vocalic segment of which would appear
as (el at the phonetic level. All these
examples call for a rule of the form:

voc
-cons
-high
flow

But notice that FIN ADJ in its present form
is needed to accOUnt for the (el and (01
alternatiOns that we find in examplea like
es em0 Sot - sottise gotte,
flderived Frc underlying./ErirTa-/0

2 8



And if we take Schane's symbols seriously
these must be (-high, -low,..tense
Schane (1972), p.346). In the same way if
we consider the alternation altitude - haut -

haute, pronounced [sit tyde3,[01[3te] in__-
our accent, the [o] of haute will have to be
derived from /o/. In other words, once
again FIN ADJ will have to operate. Our case
is therefore strengthened on the prima facie
evidence of these examples, since we now need
to specify the two environments of (10]
(ie closed vs open syllables). The introduction
of syllables on grounds of naturalness and
Implidity appears as even more desirable.

I have also left aside the problem of the
formalisation of the dependency rules. A
possible symbolic representation of rule (74]
might be (where "-===-.:" indicates strict
precedence and "-14," is the oriented
dependency relation):

SD:
-

+vac
-cons
+Syll
-high
-low

-cons
b.segme +syll

[

+voc

-high
-low

-----1 Psegment]
-----'

+voc
-eons
4syl1 -----4 [flow

-high
-law_

("Strict precedence" is not to be interpreted

as 7comes immediately before" but in opposition

to "precedence" (For further details
See Anderson and Jones (1974)).

a
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ON THE ROLE or NOTATION AND THE ORDERING OF
RULES IN PHONOLOGY

I M ROCA

The fo lowing morphophonemic alternations

obtain in standard Eastern Catalan:

(1)
.Masc rem

ging_al sim___al
/sant/ "saint" [sanj [sans] (sAnte] (sAntos)

/keen/ "field" tikam] [kams1 (kempit) (kampits)
(masc. diminut.)

/bleink/"white" rb a [ti (biAnk Ihnkas1

fait/ °tall" Ca I 1 [el s? (Alto] fAltes1

Ikurt
( r! [kurs' (k4rte) (kdrtes1f

(2) Maic rem

sing ril Eiag_=----EA

/ an/ "healthy" fsrl f$ensl ( sine) (sinosl

/prim/ "thin" inrim]lprims (prfmeol (prfma51

In order to account for these data, the follow-

ing two rules have been suggested (cf.L1069

1970: 29; Brasington, 1973: 25; Roca, 1975: 54.

(3) [Inasal
+coronai] / Y

+

[

(4) +obstruent +consonantal

-continuant /
-obstruent {! ]

_. -:

aanterior santer1or S

Bcortnal Ocoronal
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These two rules must stand in a counter-
feeding relationship, as illustrated in (5):

rule (3)

sEint ("saint")

rule (4) g seri

[sari] ( saint")

Derivations like that in (6) must therefore
be avoided:

(6)

rule (4)

sant A / ("saint")

g sari g

rule (3) sa

(sal ("healthy")

Counterfeeding relationships are achieved within
the standard model of generative phonology by
means of extrinsic ordering. The principle
of extrinsic ordering, however, has been
challenged recently, and models of intrinsic
Ordering and free rule application have been
put forward to replace it.

Kisseberth (1972) incorporates Kiparsky's
diachronic simplicity metric into a synchronic
model. Rules are thus ordered in Such a way
as to become "maximally transparent" (cf.
Kiparsky, 1971; 623) where "a rule A4-13/C__D
is opaque to the extent that there are surface
representations of the form (i) A in
environment C D, or (ii) B in environment
other then C D".(Kiparsky, 1971; 621=622).
In the case in hand, the counterfeeding ordering
of (3), (4) will generate the opaque form
[sail), whereas the feeding order predicted by
Kisseberth's model will yield the wrong surface
representation for /sant/ ("saint").

The problem'is_posed by the actual existence of
opaque rules, ie "rules that do not apply
to certain phonetic_structures meeting their
structural description or that do apply even
though the context which conditioned them in
not present in the surface" (Kisseberth, 1972:

34
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The solution proposed by Kisseberth lies in
the incorporation of global conditions into
the general principle of minimisation of op-
acity, Along these lines, global condition
(7) ought to be added to rule (3):

(7) Provided that no segment between th
nasal and the boundary has been deleted
by the operation of another rule.

(7) will now block in derivation (6) the app-
lication of rule (3) after rule (4), which
deletes the stop that follows the nasal and
Precedes the boundary in the underlying
representation. Thus the combination of rule
3) and global condition (7) makes it

possible to maintain intrinsic ordering for
the Catalan rules (3), (4).

While Kisseberth's model does Produce the
correct output in the case under analysis,
I shall not adopt it here. The reasons for
this are twofold. First, the extent to which
the use of global conditions differs from
traditional extrinsic ordering is debatable .
rt seems quite clear that the incorporation of
(7) into (3) is tantamount to imposing the
condition that the application of (3) has
priority over that of (4), ie to the
introduction of an extrinsic ordering constraint
on the application of these two rules. This
is also the view of Dinnsen (1972: 14):
"the derivational history specification serves
no other purpose than extrinsic ordering
would in the establishment of the counterfeed-
ing relation. Given this, it is totally
spurious to maintain that derivational history
permits the abandonment of extrinsic ordering
in any real sense", Kisseberth himself seems
remarkably close to this opinion when asserting
that "rule ordering is a way of encoding such
facts Ecounterbleeding relationships, rme]
about the derivation ... Global conditions
will generally be able to deal with cases
where rule ordering is a device encoding
derivational history" (1972: 18).

The other reason for the re ection of Ki seberth'S
model lies on the fact that neither the
principle of minimisation of opacity nor global
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conditions can account for mutually bleeding
relationships. Extrinsic ordering must thus
be kept for this subset of rule relations,
even if under the new name of "priority
statements". As Dinneen points out, such a
model made up of the princinle of minimis-
ation of opacity Complemented with global
conditions would be interesting if it made the
claim that the relationships it cannot define
(ie mutually bleeding) do not exist in
natural languages. This, however, is not the
case, and extrinsic ordering cannot be
dispensed with (cf.Dinneen, 1972: 16).

Koutsoudas, Sanders and Noll (hereafter KSN)
have recently argued_against the existence of
extrinsic rule ordering. Their basic principle
is that "each rule simply applies to every
representation that satisfies its structural
description"(1974: 3). As must be obvioue,
this model cannot account for the counterfeeding
relationshio between rules (3), (4), since it
will precisely predict the anplication of (3)
to the representation obtained after the
application of (4) to the underlying form.

we must now go back to the ordering statement
made by the authors mentioned at the beginning
of this paper, namely that rules (3), (4) stand
in a relation of conjunctive ordering, the
application of (3) taking Precedence over that
of (4). It must be recalled at this point that
CH favour disjunctive over conjunctive ordering:
"abbreviatory notations must be selected in
such a way as to maximize disjunctive ordering4
(1968: 63). Note that it is the claim of
generative phonology that there exists a



correlation between the forma ism and the

expression of true and significant linguis
generalisations, and that this is subject

empirical verification. Creat emphasis is

laid on this matter all through The Sound

Pattern of En-lish: the formal devices used

or phonological description must "permit us to

formulate general statements about the language

which are true and significant, and must provide

a basis for distinguishing these from other
generalisations which are false, or which are

true but not significant" (CH,1968: 330);

and "when we select a net of formal devices for

the construction of grammars, we are, in fact,

taking an important step toward a definition

of the notion 'linguistically significant

generalisation'. Since this notion has real

empirical content, our particular characterisation

of it mav or may nat be accurate as a proposed

explanation" (ibid). Within this fraoework,

it is crucial to determine the true relationship

between the Catalan rules (3), (4).

(4) is'in fact a_schema standing for rules

(8) to (11), which constitute its expansion;

[

(8) +obstruent
-continuant
+anterior
+coronal

, -obstruent
0 +anterior

+eoronal

+obst uent

[

+consonantal

-continuant ,

,
-obstruent

0
+anterior +anterior

-coronal coronal

(10) +obstruent 1

[

+consonantal-

-continuantobstruent0 i
-anterior 1

-anterior

tcoronal j _+coronal -

all +obstruent

[

+consonantal

-continuant -obstruent+ 0 /
-anterior. -anterior

_-coronal _-coronal

t
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These rules are ordered disjunctivelv in the
sequence vven above, according to CH's

definition of the relation ."precodes"
(cf. 1968: 393).

Observe that rule (10) is not a rule of Catalan.
This language, in effect, does not Permit
sequences of Palatal plus stop, as formalised

in the following negative morpheme structure

condition:

(12) [-anterior'
_+coronal

(-continuanti

Note, for example that loans from Spanish
comply with the s atement expressed in (12):

SpaniSh Catalan

rancho [FanZol ranxo (Fad's')

gancho pa n o ganxo (capful

oct'"

" ok"

The problem of vacuous subparts resulting from the
expansion of a schema is not new. CH's defence of this
type of rule lies in their alleged predictive power
(cf. CH, 1968: 151). In the case in hand, this amounts
to the staterent that, although (10) is not included
in the phonology of Catalan, nevertheless (10) is a
possible rule to be brought about bv language change in
the specific case of Catalan, whereas the same rule with
the values for the features "anterior" and "corcnal"
reversed in the environment is not a possible rule

of that language. Interesting as this is, the justif-
ication for the inclusion of "possible rules" in
the synchronic grammar of a language is by no reans
obvious. TG has been criticised for its excessive
power, and incorporating non-existent rules in the
grammar to Permit the collapse of actual rules into
general schemata does not do much towards restricting it.

As has been said above, CH have put great emphasis on
the task of the grammar as being the formulation of
true and significant statements about the language. The

extent to which the incluSion of ghost rules like (10)
contributes to the establishment of true and signif-
icant generalisations about the language in cuestion,
however, seems debatable. The argument just put forward
parallels that of McCawley when commenting on the
effects of "possible rules" on the 'glower of the grammar:



"One who.takes "excessive power"' arguments seriously
has as his goal characterizing "phonological rmle'F
so as to include all and only the phonological
rules that the phenomena of a natural language
could demand, and the:mere fact that a certain
putative rule would give correct answers if incorpor-
ated in a grammar ofsame language does not iustify
calling it a mpossible rule" " (1971: 3). While
McCawley is arguing at a more abstract level which
bears_on the form of the rules, it seems to me that
his line of argument pan be carried over tb the case
in hand. Needless to say, CH's claim of predictive
power is an entirely empirical question. Should it
be_found empirically iustified, the case of the incl-
usion of vacuous rules in the grammar would be strength-
ened, although the theoretical issue of evaluating
synchronic simplicity avainst diachronic predictahilitV
would remain.

Given the discussion above,_it can now be stated that
schema (4) expresses a spurious veneralisation on the
Catalan data and must therefore be done away with.

The two problems to be solved at this stage
are, on the one hand, the formalisation of
the disjunctive ordering obtaining between
rules (3) and (8) , Which would make them
consistent With KSN's free ordering hypothesis,
and, on the other, the collapse of rules (8)

(9) and (11), the matrices of which contain
identical features, the specifica0ons of
"anterior" and "coronal" alone being at
variance. Rule (14) replicates rule (3) -ith
a more fully specified matrix:

(14)

[

-vocalic
+consonantal
-continuant
+anterior
+coronal
+nasal

1 0

Rule (15) is an alternatiye to (8), obtained
by replacing the feature-"obstruent" by "vocalic",
"consonantal" and "nasal" in the segment te the
left of the arrow (I have kept the feature

.flobstruent" in the environment as an abbreviatory
device for convenience of exposition alone;
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the possibility of replacing it by the three
aforementioned features is obvious =

(15)--vocalic
consonantal
-continuant
+anterior
coronal
-nasal

0

+consonantal
-,obstruent
+anterior
+coronal 1

is a schema representing two conjunctively
ordered rules, as follows:

(16)--voca1ic
+consonantal +consonantal
-continuant , -obstruent
+anterior ° ' +anterior
+coronal +coronal
-nasal

(17)--vocalic
+consonantal
-continuant
+anterior
4coronal

_7nasal

+consonantal
, -obstruent

[

---s

:=T1l7r

It is now a straightforward matter to collapse
(14 ) and following CH's conventions. In
formal no ation the schema will be,as in (18):

(18) (alloegment, +consonantal, -obstruent,

*anterior, +coronal), +segment, -Nocalic,

+consonantal, -continuant, +anterior.

4coronal, (a2nasa1),-segment, 41413,

( -fteament, +censonantal, -obstruent,
a3
+anterior, 4coronal).0v -segMent, +WB:

2 a3 and al $ a2.

bre informally, (18) can be represented as

(19) -vocalic
+consonantal
-continuant
+anterior
L4anasalcoronal

4_

+consonantal
-obstruent

/ C +anterior
+coronal



The expansion of schema (19 ) is precisely
rules (14)1 (16), which now stand in a
disjunctive,relationshin.

Schema (8) , now broken into schema (19) and
rule (17), cannot be collapsed with schemes
(e) and (11). The collapse of these two
schemes, however, is straightforward:

-continuant
1

-obstruent
*anterior ----) ° *anterior

_
4consonental(20) 4obstruent

-ooronal J 7coronal j
s

All the processes illustrated in (1), (2
are now accounted for by rules (19), (17) and
(20). While there is an obvious loss of simplic-
ity, it could be argued that the new rules are
well justified. On the one hand, rule (4) expresses
a false Peneralisation-, liven away by the exis-
tence of morpheme structure condition (12).
Also, the three new rules rake clear the
asymmetric relation obtaining in Catalan between
the matrices in the structural descriptions of
the three rules. Finally, the new rules do
not call for any particular order in their
annlication and are therefore consistent with
the free ordering model rronosed by KSN. While
the evaluation of this model with respect to
CH's standard model of extrinsic ordering is far
from being a solved issue, the possibility of
removing Catalan apparent counterexample of counter-
feeding illustrates the crucial role of not-
ation in generative phonology,
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EHe
TEC NIQUE5 AND APPLICATION TO_SPEECH RESEARCH

Carol Riordan

The individual muscle fibre may be considered
the structural unit of contraction. The amouLt
the whole muscle can contract depends on the
"maximum contraction of its contractile units,
ie. its individual fibres" (Fromkin and
Ladefoged 1966, 222). Due to the extensive
branching of the axon, a single nerve innerv-
ates a number of muscle fibres. "The term 'motor
unit' includes together with the muscle-fibres
innervated by the unit, the whole axon of the
motoneurone from its hillock in the perikaryon
down to its terminals in the muscle"
(Sherrington 1925, 519). The muscle comprises
such motor units. The number of individual
fibres may vary from muscle to muscle. Further,
the "innervation ratio varies from 1:3 (one
motor fibre innervates three muscle fibres) in

extrinsic eye muscles to 1:150 - 1:200 in some
leg muscles (Eyzaguirre 1969,40). Not all of
a muscles' fibres are stimulated at once.
Variations in movements - in their range, force
and type - are ultimately determined by
differences in the interaction and collaboration
or motor units" (Brodal 1969, 123). A
minimum load activates the most excitable
fibres, ie those with the lowest threshold to
stimulation. As the stimulus strength increases,
fibres of lower excitability (higher threshold)
are recruited. A further characteristic of this
recruitment, "the unit which was first to
appear in the contraction is the last to
disappear: and vice versa, the unit which
occurred last is the first to stop discharging"
(Brodal, 1969, 124).

The basis of the excitation of muscle fibres
is the biological membrane separating the intra-
and extracellular fluids. Katz (1966, 42)
describes the differing electrolyte content of
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the cell and of its external medium: "On the
outside the major ionic constituents are sodium
and chloride; inside the cell these ions amount
to less that 15% of the electrolyte balance.
Sodium is replaced by potassium which is acc-
umulated to a concentration 20 to 50 times
higher than in the external fluid". The resting
state of thecell sees a certain balance main-
tained betweep.the two substances. On the one
hand, there exiets an equimolarity Of the inside
with respect to the outside; that is, the
number of particles on both sides of the
membrane are approximately equal. A second
property is electrical neutrality: the number
of positively and negatively charged ions on
either side of the membrane are about equal.
The ionic composition of these solutions is the
basis for certain electroohysiological phenomena.
Specifically, "electrical potential differences,
in general, appear at the boundaries between
two electrolyte solutions if there are ions of
different mobility or concentration on either
side" (Katz, 1966, 48). In this case a selective-
ly permeable membrane is Placed across the
boundary. This surface_structure behaves as an
ionic barrier to restrict ionic movement, ie
independent mobility of ions. The derived
potential difference is coloured by the presence/
absence of such a chemically differentiating
membrane. Further, the "sign and size of the
p.d. (potential difference) across the membrane
is determined by its relative permeability to
the principal organic ions, sodium, potassium
and chloride" (Katz, 49). The Potential differ-
ence found in the resting cell is a diffusion
potential. It is a secondary consequence of the
"utilization of the metabolic energy supplied
by the cell for the purpose of expelling sodium
which has leaked into the cell and heloing to
accumulate potassium in the interior". The
maintenance of this resting or membrane potent al
results from the fact that "the resting axon
membrane has a much higher conductance for v..
both potassium and chloride ... than for sodium"
(Katz, 67-8).

In the active state, the NA* ions in abundance
outside the cell take advantage of concentration
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and electrical gradients and permeate towards
the cell interior. The regenerative entry of
sodium effectively produces an all-or-none
response once the threshold potential has been
exceeded: "At this point the membrane passes
through a state of unstable equilibrium" which
may lead to a larger potential change, the
action potential or spike. Once elicited,
this "transient self-amplifying potential
change ... propagates along the whole length
of the fibre at constant velocity and without
attentuation of signal strength. It leaves
behind a short refractory period - a silent
interval of one or a few milli-seconds during
which the fibre is unable to carry a second
signal. The system is ready to be re-excited
and fire another propagated impulse" (Katz, 36).

Muscle cells, therefore, "respond to stimulation
by irritating chemical processes which change
the configuration of the cell" (GYossman 1967,8).
Once stimulus strength is sufficient (the elect-
rically unstable ignition Point of the system)
an action potential is Produced. It is this
'displacement of the resting membrane potential
in the direction of depolarization which is
invariably the stimulus which starts the chain of
events leading to the development of tension and
to muscle contraction" (Katz, 161). The stim-
uli for muscle activity are the consequence of
a chemical transmission occuring at the neuro-
muscular synapse. A synapse is defined as a
'functional contact between two excitable cells
whose cytoplasms are enclosed within separate
membranes (Katz, 97). In the case of neuro-
muscular junctions, the continuity of electrical
transmission across the structurally isolated
nerve and muscle fibres is established throueh
the release by the nerve of a chemical trans-
mitter in sufficient quantities to stimulate
the muscle fibre. This "chemical 'mediator',
acetylcholine, is secreted from the terminals.
After being transferred across the synaptic
cleft ... this substance produces the required
local depolarization (and plate Potential) of
the muscle fibre" (Katz, 121). It is this
depolarization which, if of sufficient amplitude
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(le the threshold of the fibre), triggers the
self-reinforcing action potential. Although
the response of the individual fibres is an
all-or-none affair, the contraction of the
whole muscle can be vraded. This is achieved,
in part, though the synchronic neural excit
ation of a greater (or fewer) number cf fibres,
commensurate with the opposing load. The frequency
of motor unit discharge is also an expression
of stimulus strength (to the limits defined by
the restoration factor of excitation). The
operation of these two strategies .-_the number
of available units innervated and their firing
frequency - differs for varying degrees of
voluntary effort. Fromkin and Ladefoged (1966. 223)
report that at low levels of muscle action "the
impulse rate of the individual active motor
units is a good measure of the force being
produced ...; but at higher levels, the degree
of recruitment of additional motor units becomes
a more important factor." The findings of
Kugelberg and Skoglund (1946, 119) are cited in
this reference:

"The initial frequencies of the motor
units associated with slight degrees of
voluntary contraction range for the
most part between 5 and 10/s, the
frequency of the unit discharge increases
with increasing contraction up to a
maximum of about-30 - 50/s, the initial
frequency for each new unit is, as a
rule, lower than for those already
involved, but with further increase of
the contraction the new unit soon
attains the same maximum frequency."

The electrical activity of muscles can be recorded
both intra- and extracellularlv. "Electromy-
ography is the registration of muscle action
potentials (which) give information as to the
state of the muscle and indicate the'activity
of the motor neurons in reflex and voluntary
contraction" (Ruchtal 1957, 9).

A fibre diameter of 10-100u in vertebrates
allows for the insetion of a minute electrode
into the muscle fibres in the case of intra-
cellular recording. An electrode within a
resting muscle fibre reveals a potential differ-
ence across the surface membrance of 90mV.
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During excitation, the waveshape of the action
potential is monophasic, and has an amplitude
of the order of 60-120 mV (Evzaguirre). In
extracellular recording (to which the term ENG
will refer in this paper) "the electrode
picks up the action Potential as it is conducted
through the medium which surrounds the active
fibre" (Buchtal, 9). Positioning of the
electrodes outside the cell results in a binhasic
action potential: the continuous movement of
the signal source (impulse) causes a situation
whereby the first electrode becomes negative
and then positive with regard to the other.
Further, withdrawal of the electrode from the
fibre reduces the amplitude of the spike: "The
impedance of the external medium isamall as
compared with the impedance of the fibre interior
and hence the voltage of the extracellularly
recorded potentials is maximally only 2 to 10*
of the intracellularlv recorded potential
changes" (Buchtal: 10; see also Katz, 1966: 20-30).

The muscle action potential during voluntary
contraction revealed by extracellularly recording
"represents a summation of volume conducted
activity from many muscle fibres belonging to
the same motor unit" (Buchtal, 12). Both the
duration and the maximum voltage of the potential
resulting from this summation are greater than
that of a single fibre. Buchtal (p.12) reports:

"The greater duration is due to the fact
that the points of imoluse initiation
for the different fibres are scattered
throughout the above mentioned innerv-
ation zone (motor unit). The
component of the motor unit Potential
which has the largest amplitude, the
spike potential, arises from a small
fibre group near the electrode ("sub-
unit, 20-30 fibres), while the majority
of fibres of the motor unit contribute
to the more protracted initial and term-
inal parts of the potential".

Under conditions of weak c;ntraction, the single
motor unit potential can be discriminated. A
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maximum contraction is approached, however,
potentials are recorded as an interference
pattern of the activity of various fibres in
the same motor unit. In this case, the number
of different motor units being recorded
simultaneously makes identification of the
individual unit unreliable.

The duration of the single Unit Potentials
may be defined as "the time interval between
the initial deflection from the base line and
the_point at which the terminal deflection
again returns to the baseline" (Buchtal, 15).
The duration of potentials varies from Muscle
to muscle, but iS the same for both increased
and decreased contractile force. The amplitude
of the recorded Potential is influenced by
many factors. In the first place, the ..structural
characteristics of the muscle are important
here: (1) All else being equal, the greater .

the number of fibres per motor unit, the larger
the spike (Fromkin and Ladefogedk 226);
(2) A fibre with a low resting potential will
have a comparatively small action potential
(Eyzaguirre, 41): and (3) "thereis a dis-
continuity in the rate of decrease of the
amplitude of the recorded Spike when a muscle
boundary or seotum intervenes between the motor
unit and the electrode: in these circumstances,
the potentials recorded are of an order of
magnitude smaller" (Fromkin and Ladefoged, 224).
Further the "amplitude of the spike varies
inversely with an increase of distance from
the active fibres- (Ibid. 225). Finally, not
only is the positioning of the electrode with
respect to the active motor unit significant,
but "it has been shown (Bauwens, 195; Buchtal,
Guld, and FbsenfalCR, 1957: Peterson and
Kugelberr. 1949) that the size,and type of
recording device effects the duration and amp-
litude of the recorded action potential
(Ibid; 225). The complexity introduced into
the recorded potential due to the effect of
neuronal, muscular and electrode transmission
must be Accounted for in anv hvpothesis as to
the relation of electromyographic data tp
muscle activity or to higher systems of
organization. The possibility of such an
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account at Present will be developed shortly.

Motor unit potentials Can be recorded from

either surface of needle electrodes. The

selection'of one particular method depends, in

part, on the location of the signal source-

Insofar as each Precludes the prescent of
rtain information in the mvogram the nature

of tYie sampled activity is a further consider-

ation. The signal recorded by surface
electrodes represents "the integrated potentials

caused by the electrical disturbances in a

large ... muscle mass" (Bauwens 1948: 135). The,

trace "appears as a continuous positive and

negative variation is potential in which the

action potential of individual units can no

longer be distinguished" (Lenman 1969: 849).

On the other hand, needle electrodes obtain
"samples of electrical disturbances in a very

restricted volume of the tissues" (Bauwens

1948: 136) wherein snikelike traces can be

discriminated. Further, both mono- and bipolar

recording is availablel Mononolar surface
electromyograohy records action potentials

with one of a pair of electrodes over active
tissue, and the other over an inactive area.

In the case of bipolar surface electrodes,

both are positioned over active tissue. A

typical example of each type of needle elect-

rodes is described by Buchtal (p. 19):

1. Buchtal also de cribes m ltielectrodes and

concentric needle electrodes which he has

used. In the case of the former, six or

seven different leads are contained at a

distance of five to ten millimetres in a

cannula to "facilitate simultaneous rec-

ording from a number of points at known
distances from each other and give a well-

defined measure of the spread of synchronous

activity" (p. 19). Concentric needle
electrodes reveal a potential measured between

the end of an insulated wire and the
surrounding cannula (as indifferent electrode
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"The bipolar electrode consists of two
platinum wires insulated from each other
and from the 6.65 mm-steel cannula_in
which they are placed; the potential
is measured_between the two end surfaces
of the platinum wires,which haye a. distance
of 0.5 mm between the centres of the
leading-off areas.

"The unipolar electrode consists of an
insulated metal needle; the potential
is measured between the tip of the needle,
from which the insulation is removed, and
an indifferent plate electrode on the skin."

In bipolar recording, the receptive field is
restricted by differential amplification,
wherein signals common to both electrodes are
cancelled. Consequently, "the greater the
distance the signal source is from the electrodes
the greater the degree of cancellation, since
differences in the amplitude And arrival time
at each electrode will be minimized" (Hanson,
Sussman, And MacNeilage: 1971, 2-3). Further,
it is reported (p.4) that the "cancellation of
low amplitude initial=and final phases and, more
importantly, on the directionality of the
receptive field of the bipolar electrodes"
produces a potential of &bout 50% shorter
duration than the monopolar potential
recorded simultaneously findings on the
amplitude relationships from monopolar and bi-
polar derivations are reported in Mansell
(1972, Ch. 6).

The original hypothesis as to the appropriateness
of EVG for the study of speech production/perception
includes an assumption as to the role of motor
commands in articulation. Specifically, what is
suggested is that the phenomena characteristic to
the level of motor commands are "in striking
contrast to what is found at the acoustic level";
namely, "the EMG potentials - and even more the
motor commands inferred from them - bear a simpler
relatien to the perceived phonemes than does.the
acoustic signal" (Liberman et al 1967, 451).
In other words, an invariance of motor commands
was presumed - a hypothesis as to the extent
to which there,exist simple correlations between
Component gestures and phonemic units (Cooper
1965, 166). Implicit in such a hypothesis is
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an assumption as to the level and nature of the
encoding of "phonological units (which) are
discrete, invariant and timeless (into)
articulatory and acoustic events which are
continUous functions of time" (Mansell, 25).
The "working hypothesis" of EMG nut forth by
Cooper (1965) and his colleagues At HaskinS
Laboratories (see Liberman et at 1962, 1965,
1967; Cooper et al 1958; Harris et al 1965;
FacNeilage 1963) suggests that "a substantial
part of the restructuring occurs below the level
of commands"(Liberman et al 1967, 451), im
below the level of EMG. The viability of Such
a hypothesis can best be examined in the
context of the model of speech production it
implies. Liberman et al, 1967, will be the
primary source for this exposition (see
also the above references for a similar
adcount). The schematic account of this model
is presented here as Figure 1,(p.48).

The input to the phonological Phase of speech
production is assumed to be a syntactically-
defined structure meeting all conditions for
Phonological interpretation (ie as would be
determined in TG by the labelled bracketing of
surface structure, lexical representations, and
readiustment rules: Chomskv and Halle 1968).
The form of this input structure is a string
of phonemes, or, more specifically, the
comolex of features defining each of such
segments.

The simplest of speech Production models would
assume that "sets of subphonemic features ...
exist in the central nervous system as implicit
instructions to separate and independent narts
of the motor machinery" (n. 447). This is not
to imply however, that even in the simplest of
models all instructions are monotypic (o. 447):

"These instructions might be of two types,
"on-off" or "go to" ... In the one case,
the affected muscle would contract or not
with little regard for its current state
(or the position of the articulator it
moves); in the other, the instruction would
operate via the yefferent system to determine
the degree of contraction (hence, the final
position of the articulator, whatever its
initial position). Both types of
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instructions appropriate, perhaps, to
fast and slow gestures, respectively -
may reasonably be included in the model.

Such a "sequence of neural commands corresponding

to this_ multidimensional string of control
instructions", may yet recuire certain "Ampli-

tude adjustments and temporal coordination ...

in order to yield the neural impulses that
go directly to the selected muscles of articulat on
and cause them to Contradt ... and supplementary
neural signals to insure cooperative activity

of the remainder of the articulatory apparatus"

(p. 447). Such a conversion would occur at
the level of Neurometer Rules. However, any
reorganization of instructions which may occur at

this level is limited. Indeid it is a necessary
condition for this model that "there would be no
reorganization Of the commands to the "primary"
actuators for the selected features ... (hence)

the neural signs that emerge would bear still an

essentially one-to-one correspondence with the
several dimensions of the subphonemic
structure" (p. 447).

The conversion from neural command to muscle
contraction is mediated by Mvomotor Rules (p.447).

"If muscles contract in accordance with the
signals sent to them then this conversion

should be essentially trivial, and we
should be able not only to observe the
muscle contractions by looking at their
EMC signals, but also infer the neural

signals at the preceeding level".

That this implication does not receive any addit-

ional substantiation within the model will be

commented upon later.

It is at the next level - the conversion of muscle

contraction to vocal tract shape - that the

occurence of the considerable restructuring
(encoding) evident in the'acoustic waveform

is predicted. This complex relationship is
determined by both spatial and temporal overlap

of vocal tract configurations due to the struct-

ural and functional idiosyncracies of the
articulatory apparatus (see Ohman 1967).
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The final conversion is from "continuously
changing shape to a modulated acoustic re I I

(Liberman et al 1965, 1.12). This is
essentially the predictable one-to-one
correspondence on a moment-by-moment basis as
described by rant (1960).

The crueal issue for a speech production Model
is clearly the level at which phonemes are
encoded (restructured) in the sound stream. In
this model, the major encoding process occurs
with the introduction of temporal and struct-
ural complexity, the so-called Articulatory Rules.
Below that level, ie Acoustic Rules, no
encoding appears involved. With reference to the
encoding on levels preceeding the Articulatory
Rules, Liberman notes( p. 448):

"But what of the upstream conversion,
particularly the one that lies between
the neural representations of the phonemes
and the commands to the articulatory muscles?
We canndt at the Present time observe these
processes, nor can we directly measure their
output - that is, the commands to the muscles.
We can however, observe some aspects of
the contractions for example the electro-
myographic correlates - and if we assume .
as seems reasonable, that the conversion
from command to contraction is straightfor-
ward, then we can cuite safely infer the
structure of the commends. Bv determining
to what extent those inferred commands (if
not the electromyographic signals themselves)
are invariant with the phoneme, we can, then,
discover hew much of the encoding occurs
in the conversion from contraction to
shape (Articulatory Rules) and how much at
higher levels".

Assuming such a "trivial" conversion_from neural
signals to contraction, the nature of these
coMmands can then be predicted (p. 448);

"For commands of the on-off type ... we
would expect muscle contractions - and EYG
potentials - to be roughly proportional to
commands; hence the commands will be
mirrored directly by the EVIG potentials
when these can be meaOured unambiguously
for the muscles of interest.
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"Commands of the "go to" type would presumably
operate via the efferent system to produce
only so much contraction of the Muscle as
is needed to achieve a target length. The
contraction - and the resulting EMG signal
would then be different for different starting
positions, that is, for the same phoneme in
different contexts. Even so, the significant
aspect of the command can be inferred, since
presence versus absence and sequential
position (if not relative timing) of the EMG
signal persist despite even large changes in
its magnitude".

Various EMG findings are reported as implicating_
the claim that "motor commands ... are more nearly
invariant (with phonemic units) than are the
acoustic signals" (p. 451).

"When two adiacent phonemes are produced
by spatially separate groups of muscles,
there are essentially invariant EMG tracing
from the characteristic gesture for each
phoneme, regardless of the identity of the
other." (o.449).

"When the temtorallv overlapping gestures
for successive phonemes involve more or le s
adjacent muscles that control the same
structures, it is of course more difficult
to discover whether there is invariance or

not" (p.450)

"We ... find ..._in the onsets and off-
sets of EMO activity in various muscles
a segmentation liXe that of the several
dimensions that constitute the phonemes" 450).

It should be noted that the extent to which the
data itself does, in fact, suppOrt the model
outlined Above appears questionable. The
validity of such an interpretation notwithstanding,
however, it is the view oronsounded here that
in many cases the Strongest criticism which can
be aimed at experimental evidence in its
inappropriateness for the situation. In
other words, a methodological criticism can be
raised with regard to the realism of the
data interpretation vis7A-vis the 'hypothesis

being tested, It would appear more effective,



however, to criticise the set of theoretical
constructs unon which the model was based, Lc,
as to the extent to which it corresponds with
something in nature.

A model is a bundle of hypotheses specifving the
relationships between variables determining
events. It is the specification of generalized
relationships extracted from a restricted
determination of signifiCant face, from which
predictions may result. To be more than just an
academie exercise, a model need conform to a
scientific method, offering a criteria for its
evaluation. In other words, to refute a
model on formal terms, ie that that offered
specification of assumptions was not explicit
or fully rigorous is trivial. Any model must
be expected to have a degree of logical consist-
ency, ie to specify sufficient restrictions so
as to enable an explanation internally
consistent with and iustified by its goals. Thue,
the criteria by means of whiCh a model may be
measured is not in terms of its formal
statement, but the extent to which the hypoth-
eses themselves may be tested. The more
chances for a hypothesis to be disprOVen, ie
the more tests it can be put to, the stronger that
hypothesis is. Clearly, a hyPothesis which
cannot conceivably be refuted is vacuous, ie
of no uSe or meaning in a scientific sense for
the discipline which harbours it. Models
offer predictions about both observable and
unobservable events. In the case of the latter,
theoretical constructs "enable us to deal with
physical situations which we cannot directly
experience through our senses, but with which we
have contact indirectly and through inference"
(Bridgeman 1927, 53). These constructs may be of
two types: those admitting no other physical
operations except those in its definition,
and those that do (Ibid), The testing Of A MOdel
offering predicitons about observable events
differe from that of a model whose predictions'
are not verifiable by direct observation. In
the former case, the measure of a theory is
the extent to which these predictions conform to
reality. IrCthe case of unobservable phenomena,
hoever, a model cannot be rejected by measuring
its predictiOns with respect to factual state-
ments. What need be tested - and, therefore,
testable - are the original assumptions. Such
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a test of model would be to show that a construct
of the first type (limited to only those physical
operations in its definition) does in fact admit
other operations.

Two objections of this nature can be raised with
regard to the above model of.speech production.
In the first place, the validity of the constraint
on higher level reorganization may be undermined
by speech data implicating the presence of
post phonological control elements. Secondly, it
has been noted that two central assumptions of
this model concern (1) the relation of sub-
phonemic features to neural signals, and (2) the
relation of these commands to the electromyogram.
Specifically it is assumed that (1) the input
and output of Neurometer Rules (ie phonetic
component) correspond essentially in a one-to-
one fashion: (2) that the Myomotor conversion
is ecually as simple: and (3) that the effects
of the propogation of activity along the muscle,
and of the EMC. recOrding of this activity are,
again, trivial is nature. It should be noted
that these are Theoretical Constructs of the
first type these assumptions not only define
operations at these levels, but imply the exclusive
nature of these definitions. The extent to which
such assumptions are realistic is clearly a
crucial test for the model - one which, I Would
claim, cannot be definitively Passed.

With regard to the first (linguistic) objection,
the introduction of all complexity at the
periphery (ie Articulatory Rules) implies a
"triyial phonetic comPonent. Mansell (1972: 25)
has labelled such accounts "neripheralist"
since "they claim that peripheral factors in
the motor system, combined with peripheral feed-

back mechanisms can satisfactorily account for
the conversion from discrete stored units to the
flow of speech in its acticulatory and acoustic
aspect. Mansell himself espouses an opposing
"centralist" account,-claiming the existence of
a control mechanism mediating between a phon-
ology and a motor system with a "power of
prediction over peripheral factors" (p.27).
Mansell offers support for such a centralist
hypothesis with speech data - collectively
referred to as articulatory variation which cannot
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be explained without recourse to such a cont -1
mechanism.1

The view Propounded here is in agreement with
Mansell's conclusion that the existence of a
decision-me;:ing phonetic component is a
necessary conditIon to account for various
speech phenomena. Further, I would claim that
such an account appears to be the more
theoretically productive of the two, insofar as
this solution may accommodate distinct steech
data. Specificallv, the goal of any lingtkistic
theory must be not only to present a model of human
linguistic behaviour "collectively", but also
to account for the individual speaker's acoustic
waveform (1im11956). At some stage in the speech
production process, therefore, "fixed table"
values for linguistic units must give way to a
set of rules handling the phonetic variation
found in linguistically identical waveforms.
What is implied, therefore, is a capacity to gen-
erate ar infinite - yet bounded - number of
"surface structures" from a single -deep
structure". This surface form may vary only so
far as to preserve the "meaning" of the deeper
representation. Such transformations appear to
Parallel those which would be necessary given
the effects of environmental pressures and
neuromuscular tendencv on a speech string. In

this case the intrinsic variability of the
universal vocal mechanism is sublect to ling-
uistic demands. Hence, despite idiosyncratic
differences (and the subseouent lack of absolute
acoustIc values corresponding to the phonemes of
a language), the steakers of the same language
are mutually comprehensible. The regulation of
such idiosyncratically-determined variation
appears to occur in mUch the same way as Mansell's
non trivial Phonetic component. It does not seem

1. It Should be noted that this is rot meant to
imply that "the total neural and muscle
activity will be in a one-to-one correspondence
with the phoneme, but implicates only one or
a few component parts, perhaps even the
contraction of a single muscle in the extreme
case (P.1.18). NonethelesS, the underlying
assumptions remain the same. Consequently,
whether total activity or only a characteristic
component is renresented, their validity is
crucial for the model.
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unreasonable to suggest, therefore,that the
regulation of such indiosyncraticallv-determined
variation Would involve a strategy similar
to the interpretation process of Mansell's
control mechanism, je. a Single device responsible
for the control of all aspects of speech pro-

duction which introduce linguistically insig-
nificant variation into the speech string.
Indeed, a certain transparency of explanation
arises insofar as such a solution points to
some unifying aspect of the speech Production
process.

ce, with regard to the first paint raised, there

is no a riori reason to constrain the reorgan-
ization wh ch occurs at the level of Neuromotor

rules. Indeed, evidence to the contrary may be

evoked to refute such a hypothesis. The second
objection - the nature of the Myomotor Rules and

the inferences which Can be made about muscle
activity from electromvograms - is clearly a
more basic issue for the evaluation of the

Haskins' Model. That is, should the validity of
the data nrovided by EMC be ouestioned, the
empirical basis of this and other accounts would

be undermined.

In the convereton of neural signals into muscle
contractions, the Haskins' Vodel claims that
"signals map directly onto muscles and control ,

their contractions moreover, the muscular
events are observable by electromyographic tech-
niques." (Liberman et al 1965. 1.11). A homo-
geneity is assumed to exist, therefore,
(1) between neural impulses and muscle resPonse,
and (2) between the initiated muscle activity

and the myographic display.

The effects of the recording apparatus on the
electromyogram (which clearly play a role in

(2) above) have been briefly mentioned.
Mansell (1972) surveys the literature in this

regard and Presents original experimentation
to provide a detailed account of these consid-
erations (See esp. Chapter 6). With regard to
(1), the relationship of muscle activity and
the net.' ous system is described by Bauwens

(1950, 217):
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"The subject (the muscle) acquires a new
significance when it is realized that,
except for glandUlar activity and some
reactions of the blood vessels accompanying
emotional disturbances, muscularaetivity
is practically the only way by which the ner-
vous system exteriorizes its hidden

processes. Facial expression, twitching,
nervous tension, and even screaming are
examples of muscular activity which reflect
the state of the nervous system. The fact
that the behaviour of muscles is so intimately'

related to this svstem allows the clinician to
speak of them as its mouthpieces, in the
same manner as he sneaks of the eyes as its

windows."

Such a special relationship of gross muscular
and_nervous activity, however, does not imply
an isomorphism with regard to the units of each.
Partridge and Huber (1967; 1276-1277) note the

problems of EPC interpretation, its relation to

motor control notwithstanding:

"From EMG it is possible to determine the

participation of a specific muscle in a
particular movement ... Nevertheless, it is

not vet Possible to examine an EloG record and

interpret any detail of the movement
pattern resulting from that neural-muscular
activity".

The reason for this difficulty is, at least in

part, a heuristic one (P. 1277)

"The samples activity of one unit may' not be

parallel to the activity of other unsampled
units in other Parts of the same or
synergistic muscle and does not account at

all for the action of antagonist muscles".

Beyond this, however, lies the difficulty of the

undefined relationshits of muscle input and output.

Knowledge is particularly limited with resPect
to the "response to the dynamic signals essential

to movement control" (Tbid). Their experimental
findinps indicate the complexity of the input-
output relationships in the muscle insofar as

pulse-rate alone does not determine muscle

position (p. 1287):

6 0
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"In order to infer movement from pulse rate
information under controlled experimental
conditions, three factors had to be taken
into consideration. These are input-output
non-linearity; response lag: and hysteretic
response of muscle. To infer physiological
movement from EVG, it would seem that these
same three factors and also the role of
synergistic and antagonistic motor Units,
gravity, etc., would have to be considered".

Furthermore, the shape on an action Potential is
also partially determined bv neuronal trans-
mission factors (Hanson, Sussman, and
MacNeilage 1971). The signal provogated along
the length of the axon will vary little in
amplitude and shape. The velocity 0f the wave,
however, is closely related to the size of the
fibre (Katz: 91-92). Consequently, due to the
"differing lengths and diameters of the axon- .

terminal collaterals, the neuronal impnlse will
reach the myoneural junctions of the motor
unit with some asynchronism introduced" (Hanson
et al; 1). This may be,significant insofar as
these factors appear to be of increased import-
ance in the case of the Particular fibre
architecture found in much of the speech museulat-
ure (Ibid).

It appears therefore, that the assumption of
homogenity from subphonemic features to an EMG
record cannot be definitively confirmed by the

available literature. The alternate hypothesis
is likewise meaningless, in the sense that its

validity is equally as Precarious. A model
which does not require this assumption there-
fore would appear a more meaningful and productive
means at present to ;xplain the speech production

process. I would suggest that a claim for a
decision-making component would determine such
a model. Mansell notes that a centralist model
presupposes the triviality of peripheral
reorganization: "if the centre is capable of
predicting behaviour of the Periphery ... then
it is capable of predicting the complexity
introduced at the periohery and of, if
necessary, modifying the instructions issued to
the periphery on the basis of this knowledge"

(p. 27). In other words, "to predict the
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future_(of an event) is to carry out a certain
operation on its past" (Wiener, N: 1961, 6).
Similarly, further, whatever the transfer
function of neuronal, muscular and electrode
transmission may be, it could be expected that

this information would be embodied in a
non-trivial phonetic coMoonent and influence

its decision-making.

Clearly, the stronger the assumptions underlying

a theory, the stronger the Predictions of that
theory,_ie the weakdr its descriptive generality.
Thus, often within a model, the more restrictive
the nature of the assumptions, the more Precise

its predictions. However, in comparing two
theories, with_ the same predictive_power, the_

theory with the-lesS i-WWVFfEfIVWIiSumptions is
a better theory in a scientific sense in that
it incorporates and extends beyond the other.
As Mansell supeests, one effect of a hypothesis
introducing all significant complexity at the

periphery is."to divorce the central intention
from the articulatory output (which) must
necessarilv.entail the existence of a highly
specific peripheral feedback system for the
automatic maintenance of any structure in the

articulatory output" (p.27). The claim of a
phonetic component insofar as the involvement

of such a peripheral device to account for the
precision of controlled movement in speech can
be inferred but_not_proven, a model avoiding
Such an assumption is a stronger model. Clearly,

should the role of such a time7sharing strategy

of the central nervous system in speech be
established, the reverse would be the case.

Further, I would suggest that the "trivial"
Pyomotor conversion assumed in the Haskins

model is not a necessary condition of a centralist
approach per se. In this case, it is the
appropriatenesa of DIG which is at stake. Yet,

it should be noted that the viability of
electromyography as a research technique, and

the validity of a speech production model are

independent issues. A dependence of the latter
on the former is created only when DIG data
constitutes supporting evidence, in which case.
_the_model is open to criticism from a methodo-

logical standpoint.
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The predictions of a model can be no greater
than the demands of the general philosophical
considerations underlying it. The pre-
dictive expression of a model therefore, is
presupposed by the assumptions and goals
for which it was formulated. In Other words,
the very restrictions labelled as "necessary
conditions" for the HaSkins model constrain
its scope.

There is no a priori reason to assume that
the encoding of the speech stream is a
language universal phenomena, ie occurs due
to the characteristics of the vocal apparatus
shared by all speakers. The constraint this
prediction of a restructuring ignorant,of
any langUage-specific demands imposes, is the
motivation Par excellence for a so-called
centralist ãdeTh namely, to formulate a
testable model capable of accommodating a
greater proportion of the available empirical
data.
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SONE OBSERVATIONS ON THE ROLE OF PLACE AND
MANNER OF ARTICULATION IN THE PERCEPTION

OF THE VOICING CHARACTERISTICS
OF FINAL CONSONANTS

Dona O'gane

INTROpUCTION

In an experimental invesrjation recently
conducted bv the author of certain
perceptual cues posited as determining the
voicing status of postvocalic_English ston
consonants (results reported in O'Kene
(l'orthcoming)) subjects were_required to
listen to three separate series of CV-
tokens taken from the following mono-
syllables: /koo, kob: kot. kod: kok_and kog/.
Each individuelseries presented consisted of
tokens made entirely from

(1) One mf the above homorganic Pairs
(2) Hybl, d CV- syllables made by simply
switching the vowels between the members within

each homorganic pair. Finally, the vowel in
each natural and each hybrid CV- syllable
was progressively cut back in 20ms steps to
within 14 - 20 ms of onset, five tokens being
recorded at each duration. The tokens thus
prepared were randomly ordered on magnetic
tatte and presented via a loudspeaker in

three separate sessions (Session 1: /koo, koh/

and their hybrids; Session 2: /kot, kod/
and their hybrids and Session 3: /kok, koo/

and hybrids) to twenty subjects.

A forced choice was imposed on sUbjects'

responses. The following example will suffice
to illustrate. In session l. subjects were
instructed to decide whether a le/ or a
followed each CV- syllable thev heard.
Eecause subjects tend, in certain cases -
mainly as a function of changing CV-
duration - to think they mav have heard or to
subjectively report "hearing" other stop
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consonants than /p/ or /b/, they were
instructed in-those-circumstances,to_give
these "incorrect" responses in place of /n/

or /b/. The same procedure applied to the
other homorganic pairs. 1hrt., overall,
the possible reSponses were In,t,k; b,d,g/
in each session though instructions biased
the subject towards "correct" responses.
In all, subjects provided 9000 responses
and the experimental design enabled the
categorisation of incorrect responses in
terms of place and manner of articulation.
Over half the total responses in each
session consisted of incorrect responses
despite subjects' prior knowledge that each
incorrect response was the result of a
perceptual (linguistic) illusion. This bias,

provided by prior knowledge, in fact provides

more weight till the observations which will

be made here.A

PLACE ND MNNER FACTORS

By considering the incorrect responses only,

it was hoped to establiSh whether any general

response tendencies could be found to indicate
the involvement of place or manner of artic-
ulation characteristics which might distinpuish
certain groupings among the stop consonants
studied- Table 1 provides the overall relevant
data breakdown and Figure 1 presents the total

number of incorrect /n,t,k,b,d,g/ responses -

excerpt for homorganic responses - made to the

six different stimuli types used in the

experiment.

All observe
to nOrmal (

ans are based on responses
non-hybrid) tokens.
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TABLE ONE

Total Nutber/Type of Responses Fade to Each
-Stimulus-Independently-of-Duration.-
*Round brackets contain deleted segments.

RESPONSE GIVE

/p/ /t /k/ Ibl Id! lgI

S /ko 399 75 51 63 9

T /ko(t)/
I

144 389 17 17 32

M /ko(k)/ 85 36 436 23 7 113

(b)/ 276 64 30 406 11 13

U /k (d)/ 77 333 11 76 468 13
S

/ko (g)/ 51 39 352 52 15 392

CV- syllables cut from voiced-final tokens
tended as a group to elicit responses in
terms of manner Of articulation. If we
consider voicing status, incorrect responses
display a strong contrast between the orig-
inallv /b,d,g/-ended and the originally
/p,t,k/-ended CV- syllables. Incorrect
responses tO originally /b,d,g/-ended stimuli
reveal that SubjeCts prefer voiceless resvonses:
the ratio of voiceless to voiced responses in
all homorganic pairs within the /b,d,g/-ended
set being significantly greater than the
voiceless-voiced ratio between pairs in the
/p,t,ki-ended set. Tables 2 and 3 illustrate this.

TABLE TWO

Number of Incorrect Voiceless and Voiced
Responses giVen to Stimuli Orivinally''End-
ing in /p,t,k,b,d,g/.

Stimulus, Nutber Incorrect Number Incorrect
VoiCelesS Responses Voiced Response

Originally /p/ 126 75

/t/ 161 4$

Ending in /k/ 121 141
/b/ 370 24

/d/ 421 91
441 67'
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TABLE THREE

Correct Responses to the Stimuli /p,t,k,b,d,g/
Seen Against Incorrect Homorganic Responses to
the-Same-Stimuli-.

Stimulus Origin-
ally Ending in

Tot l No. Corr-
ect Responses

Total No. In-
correct Homorg-
anic Responses

/p/

/t/

/k/

/b/

/d/

/g/

399

389

436

406

480

392

32

113

276

333

352

In contrast, voiceless tokens do not present
such a clear picture. For CV- syllables
originally ending in /p/ or /t/ the majority
Of incorrect responses are in terms of a
place of articulation change with /p/
eliciting a majority of /t/ responses and
/t/ a majority of /p/ responses. In general,
then, when uncertainty (caused by vowel
shortening) exists as to the voicing status
of a following stop, the tendency - given a
CV- stimulus taken from a /b,d,g/-ended
Monosyllable - is to make a homorganic voiceless
response. Given the same uncertainty when'
presented with originally /t,o/-ended stimuli,
the tendency is to choose a voiceless response
with a differing place of articulation. The
behaviour of originally /k/-ended stimuli in
eliciting a majority of incorrect /Ri
responses must remain unexplained here:
Cf. WajSkop and Sweerts (1973).

If we regard, for the moment, the behaviour of
originally /k/-ended tokens as peculiar, we
haVe a Situation like that shown in Table 4
where, overall, the most generalizable incorrect
responses seem to be voiceless responses as
opposed to voiced responses for which ouite
Specific voicing cues seem necessary, lack of
which result in a generalized voiceless
response.
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TABLE FOUR

Total Number of Times /p,t,k,b,d,g/ Were
Given as Incorrect Responses

/p/ 633 /b/ 233

/t/ 546 /d/ 74

/k/ 461 /g/ 143*

* 30 if responses to /k/ are omitted.

With regard to place of articulation, the
further back in the oral cavity one goeS,
the less generalizable the cues fOr voicing
in postvocalic, final stop consonants become.
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OROSENSORY FEEDBACK MECHANISMS AND SPEECH
PRODUCTION

by

Donal O'Kune

Department of Language and Linguistics

University of EsseX

1.0 The coordination of nervous and muscular
activity which characterizes speech productiOn
depends en a very close interrelationShip between
efferent and afferent neural eystems.If human bodily
afferent activity is lost$movement is essentially
abolished(Nenneman(1968b)).Nardy(1970) states that
these two neurological systems are virtually imp-
ossible te separate physiologically and their inter-
action shoUld therefore be considered in termS of a
concept of " sensorimotor systems "(p50).This intro-
ductory section will be concerned with presenting a
simple outline of the various orosensory receptor
Systems releVant to thoSp aspects of speech prod-
uction which are the subject of this paper.
1.1 The orofacial complex is relatively densely
innerVated with seneory recepters for relaying
tactile,pressure and stretch information tO higher
lerels.There are three Major afferent paths relevant
to speech prOdUction.These are:the dorsal root
ganglie.the tractUs solitarius And the trigeminal
complex.

Current evidence seems to show that afferent
information from the to*...sue enters the CNS via the
dorsal root ganglia(Konigsmark(1970).P11).Bowman and
Combe(1969)showed that lingual spindle Afferents
are present in the distal hypoglossal nerve and pass
via the ipsilateral dorsal roots to the thalamUs and
then project to the lingual sensorimoter areas in
both the pre- and post-central gyrii.

The tractus solitarius receives sensory in-
formation frOM the larynx and possibly part of, the

--face-and-relays-it-t0 the-CNS.It-also receivesinput--
from the spinal cord and cortex and hae muscle fibre
connections with the cerebellum.=

The sensory system comprising the trigeminal
complex has the most discrete projections into the
cerebral cortex and thalmausaiscrete cell clusters
within this complex will respond to stimulation of
the oral area " with specific cells responding to



very localized stimulation of specific intraoral
structures "(Jerge(1970),P75).MoVements of the tongue
and tongue shape are principally controlled by

_reflex_mechaniams,activatbd by trigeminal afferents
(Kamamuri(1970)).The
four major nuclei:the trigeminal ganglion,the maini
sensory nUcleus of the Vth cranial nerve,the nUcleuS
supratrigeminalis and the mesencephalic nUcleus of;
the vtb cranial nerve.The receptive fields of thei
trigeminal ganglion are affected by Stimulation ofi
the mandible akin field,tongue,teeth and jaw and by
thermal and tactile stimulation of the tongue.In-
formation about light tactile stimulatiOn is knOwn tO
go from here to the thalamus(Konigsmark(1970),p13).
The main senSory nucleUs has a considerable pro-
jection areafrom the trigeolnal nerve and is
activated by iight toUch or pressure on the mouth
Or face(Konigsmark(1970)014).The third major nucleus
of the trigeminal complex - the nucleus supra- i

trigeminalis - in primarily responsible for mandible
movement and pressure-on oral structures,specifically
the teeth,palate and tongue.It is probably activejn
jaw reflexes and jaw movements in speech as it is
located near the mesencephalle main sensory and ,

motor nuclei of the Vth. nerve.It la also known to be
directly connected with the cerebral cortex(Jerge(1970).
Finally,the mesencephalic nucleus conducts proprib-
ceptive information from the hard palate and teeth
and has primary ganglion cells in the CNS.Jerge
(1970) found it to contain two types of neurons:

(a) those innervating muscle spindles in the
masseterotemporalis and medial pterygoid
muscles and

(b) those innervating dental pressure receptors in
the teeth.These nearens are probably active
in jaw movements.

Secondary touCh cells are also present with small oral
receptive fields and these send axons to the trig-
eminal tract.
1.2 The principal OS coordinating mechanisms,
which receive and either relay this information
to the mdtor centres or modify outgoing efferent
impulses according to the afferent input are: the
thalamus,the cerebellum and the sensory cortex.

_Variqus_ngclei_in the thalamus provide the==
final relay fer all oronensory inpUt.For instance,the
Ventral posterior medial nucleus relays facial
sensation and Mountcastle,and Henneman(1952)-found
stimulation of the intraoral structures,lipa and larynx
represented there.The thalamus relays this infor-
mation via projections to the sensory cortex.

The cerebellum is a major centre for e0-
ordinating afferent inpUt.FOr example,the hypoglessal
nucleus which innervates the tongue musclea projects
into the cerebellum me do afferent fibrea from the
tractue-solitarium.The cerebellum works closely with
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the primary motor cortex by distributing impulses froM
the latter and by supplying it with afferent infor-
matiOn6Its role is nnconscious.As Henneman nays:
"it receives a continuous stream of impulses from
receptors in muecles,joints,tendons and skin....
These sensory impulses de not mediate conscious seas-
ationS,bUt sUpply Sensory cues essential to control of
mOVement"(pl771).Damage to afferent inputs to the
Cerebellum or to 'the cerebellar mechaniems are linden
to cause speech defects(Kaplan(1960)),It is someWhat
siailar in function to the reticular formation which
lies beside the trigeminal moter nucleus and coor-
dinates a great variety and type of motor and sensory
inputs at the brainstem level.

The sensory cortex is situated in the post-
central gyrus and afferent information arriving
there arises in cOnScious sensation(Hardy(1970),
p53).The lowerthird_cf the gyms ( the sensory
corteX area ) reCeives information from the face,
jaw,lipa,tongue and,,pharynX.The largest part of this
area is taken Up ty afferent activity from the
tongue and lipsahere is an abundance of association
fibres which connect the post- and pre-Central
-rii,the latter being in a " recurrent circuit

l'

with(DOoKlithe basal ganglia and thalamus "(KOn-
gsmark(1970),p6).

TO sum up:the various sensory receptors of the
orofacial compleX are activated by tactileoressure
and proprioceptive stimulation and send this infor-
mation via the dorsal root ganglia,the traCtUs
solitarius and the trigeminal complex to the thalamuS,
cerebellum and,most importaAtly,the pont-central
87Ma.These aensory nuclei can also have their
actiVity dampened or, enhanced when necessary by the
reticular formation,cerebellum or pre-central gyrus.
This information is coordinated with efferent
iMpulseS from the primary motor cortex and,util-
izing the smoothing and integrating capabilities of
the cerebellum and basal ganglia - which have pm-
jections from the pre-central gYrus - the impulses
project via the major motor nuclei - hYpogleaSus,
nucleua ambiguus,facial nucleus and motor nUcleue
of the Vtb. nerve - to the individual Muscles of
the omfacial complex involved in speech.

--Finallyias-wan-preVieualy-mentiOnedithe-
pOst-central gyrns,Which iS the principal senSory
reception area of the cortex,uses a,third-of thia _

area,for receptive fielda of the faCe and intra-
oral area - with the tongue having relatively the-
largeet representation(Jerg0(1970),07)0Jorge notes
that " the nnaber of cells innervating a unit area
of the oral cavity ie much greater than for Other
partU of the fase"(p66)at has also been found that
the ability of an area of the OrOfaCial.complex to
aliOriaihate eeneoryat4e04- Varies to dlr.ctl.y 4Ith
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the size of its cbrtical and thalamic projection areas.
The relative volume of tisane of thalamic relay
nuclei and of the post-central cortical gyrus is
related directly_to the density of_peripheral
neural innervation of that region and inVersely
related to the size of the receptive fields contain-
ed in this peripheral area"(Ringel and Fletcher(1965),

095).

2.0 It is not enough,of course,merely to establish
the presence of sensory receptors in'the oral caVity.
Effective evalnation of the relative sensitivity of
speech articulators to seneory stimUlation is also
necessary and requires the use of relevant tests.The
present section will deal with one of the most
effective recentapproaches to this problem. Normal
?speech production requires accurate .lositioning and
movement of articulators according t(, a relatively
strict time schedule and is,to an extent,dependent
intact orosensory tactile receptors vhich relay accur-
ate sensory information to the brain. Disruption of
these input channels can result in speich output
disorders(Ringel et al(1970):McDonald & Aungst(1967);
Bishop et al(1973))0In recent years,the development of
testa of oral stereognosis - defined as " the ability
to recognize the form of objects through the sense of
touch "(Ringel et al(1970)4410).have provided
normative data on oral perception processes which are
basic to all studies of orosensory feedbaCk in
speech(LOcke(1968);Ringel et al(1965);Ningel and
Ewanowski(1965);Rosenbek and Wertz(1973);HcDonald
and Aungst(1967,1970);Shelton and Hetherington(1967).
Other tests - of two point discrimination,texture
discrimination etc.(Ringel and Ewanowski(1965);
Ringel and Fletcher(1967) - have also shown a corr-
elation to exist between articulatory proficiency
and oral perception but the oral stereognosis test
is the cost significant ( with regard to speech
production ) and the best docUmented.
2.1 The oral stereognósis test now accepted as
most consistent and reliable is the test used by
Binge' et al(1968,1970) which is designed to t,,st
the subject's ability to discriminate between
Orally presented shapes.For an oral stereognosis tent,
one control and one or more experimental groups are
usually required.he control group =et have nO
history of rotor or sensory disturbances and the
experimental groups are ueually ( but not necess-
arily ) articulatory defectives,grouped aCcording to
their speech defects - these defects being ranked in
Order of severity after eXamination by experienced
speech pathOlogists.The stimuli used for the test
are taken rrom a set of twenty geometrical forms
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(of heat resistant plastic ) developed by the U.S.
National Institute of Dental Research.The items chosen
represent a wide range of difficulty and confus-
ability-which-extensive-testing-has-eetablished(-
McDenald and AUngst(1967,1970);Bingel et al(1968).
Because betteroore reliable estimates of relative
articulatory proficiency can be obtained using results
from " betWeen-class " comparisons(Ropenbek and RertZ
(1973);Ringel et al(1970)) the forms used are further
divided into foUr'groups for later atatiatical
analyses:oval,triangular,bloconcave and rectangUlar.
Each pair is used once only (10 random pairs being
later re-evaluated for reliability ) and so every
subject is presented with 65 stimulus pairs in all.-
The subject does not see the stimulaus form or toUch
it manually as this procedure can introduce inter-
sensory artefacts.The first .form is placed in the
subject's mouth for five seconds,and after a five
second interval,the comparison form is inserted
for the ease period.The presentation is random-
ized.While in the mouth the forms can be manipulated
as desired by the subject.The importance of these
tests is that they provide a method for judging the
functioning of the speech mechanism and,as a result,
can provide normative data against which to judge
the degree of relative speech efficiency which
differentiates speakers.The efficiency of orosensory
function being a :-.atter of degree rather than a
matter of absolute dichotomy between nOrmal sensory
function and no sensory function,the finding that
statistidal analysis of between-class error rates
can differentiate between levels of sensory
dysfunction is of paramount importance(Rosenbek
and Wertz(1973)).
2.2 Studies of articulatory defective speakers
show that those subects with articUlatory defects
have higher error scores than normal speakers and
the errors made tend to increase as-a function of
the severity of the articulatory defect(Ringel(1970);
Bishop et al(1973)).Rosenbek and Wertz(1973)
found significant differences between apraxic
patients and aphasic patients without apraxia,and
further,that " the more severely apraxic the patient,
the more poorly he performs " on oral stereognosia
tests(p32).Stereognosis has now been recognised as
an important evaluator of the integrity of the CNS-
and such tests an those under discussion are now
generally used in:neurological examinations(Ringel
et al(1970).

This ability to identifY forms Orally
increases with kge until middle adoleecence and
remains relatively Constant Until old age when it



can deteriorate(McDonald and AUngst(1967),p70).Children
generally err more than normal or mildly articulatory
defective adults.This is generally attributed to
maturational-tactorsTfor-example4oral-cavity-size---
and the improved motor abilities of adults(Ringel
et al(1970)).There is also eVidenne which suggents
that as the maturation process cOntinUen,a child
will change from extensiVe dependence on auditory
feedback to a greater dependence on 'tactile or
kinesthetic feedback or both(Shelt00 and Meth-
erington(1967)).
20 The quention of whether or not the degree of
Orosensory dyafUnction in a apeaker is the result of
at motor deficit or a sensory input deficiency is of
obvious importance.Earlier stndies of oral stereo-
gnosis suggested that poor performance on the tests
Was a function purely of poor'motor ability alone
(MoDenald and Aungst(1967))00bviOusly,as Locke(1968)
points oUt,oral stereognosis involves both the
peripheral tactile receptors, " Central integrating
processes,and a minimUm leVel Of motor facility"
(P1259).

It would not seem to be SiMply a higher level
general perceptual ability as McDonald and Aungst!
Would suggest.EdWards(l970) showed that speakers
with articulatory defects who had higher error
scores than their normal counterpartn in oral
stereognosis tests,did not produce significantly
different error scores than normal speakers when the
forms were manually explOred.Rosenbek and Wertz
(1973) demonstrated that apraxia of speech is not
simply a motor ( speech output ) disorder but also
a sensory ( speech input ) disorder.ApraVic patients
could be differentiated on the basis of their
orosensery perceptual ability.This deficiency is
related,they go on, " to ability to process,store,
recall and compare sensory and mOtor information
receiVed from the Oral periphery "(p258) and
disruption of orosensory feedback systems can result
14 speech output disorders.
2.4. Data from oral stereognosis and other sensory
tests can help establish the relative sensitivity
of various parts of the oral cavity.This data
becomes more significant if considered in the light
or evidence of oral Cavity'innerVation presented
earlier.As-was noted-in the previous.nection,variouS
parts of the oral cavity are more densely innervated
than-otherS.Generally Speaking,the density of oral
carity innervation(per unit area)decreases an wa:.
move from the anterior to the posterior part of the
Oral cavity.Ringel and Ewanowski(1965) examlned
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eral sensitivity using a test of two point discrim-
ination and found that the tongue tip had the

_ greatest-tactile-sensitivity-and-4n-decreasing
order of sensitivity,were the fingertip,upper lip,
soft palate,alveolar ridge and thenar eminence of
the right hand.Except for the fingertip,all tongue
tip sites studied ( at the midline and.to the
right and left of the midline ) were significantly
more discriminating than all other structures
studied(P395),In a series of teXtUre discrimin-
ation tests Ringel and Fletcher(1967) foUnd that
the lingual structures were in general ," more
accurate evaluators of texture " than other oral
structures(p6L8),It is also relevant to note that
evidence exists which shows a correspondence
between a structure's mobility and its ability
to discriminate orally presented forms(Silverman(1961)
for instance).All oral areas,as we have seen,are
relatively densely innervated and their receptive
fields are small.The order of relative sensitivity
found by Ringel in his two point discrimination
experiments " approximates the progression obtained
when the structures are ordered on a basis of
relative size of their cortical and thalamic pro-
jection areas "(Ringel and Ewanowski(1965)).
i.e. the greater the size the greater the sensitivity.

Finally,Mason(l67) studied the strategies
used in oral percertion tests by subjects in
(a) normal (b) right unilateral mandibular block
and (c) bilateral mandibular block conditions and
his findings tend to fit the above pattern.Under
conditions (a) and (b) subj6cts tended to use the
anterior part of the tongue to feel the'inarited
form's shape.Few two area contact strategies were
used ( for example lingual-palatal contacts)".Unaer
condition (c) the tongue again was relied on but 4

usually in association with other oral structures-
palate or teeth etc. McDonald and Aungst(1967)
used an artificial palate for some tests or oral
stsreognosis and found no significant change in error
rate when compared with non-covered palate sub-
jects' scores.This tends to underline the sensitivity
of the tongue and its importance in making oral
form perceptual Judgements.

In Mason's (c) condition,the total time taken
identification was increased by , on average ,

tour minutes.In (a) and (b) conditions subjects
preferred to have the objects,en, the tongue midline
(despite-the anesthetization or the right half of
the tongue ) a finding which tends to correspond
with Ringel's(1965) observation that the midline
of all structures stUdied for two point discrim-
ination was the most discriminate.Under bilateral
mandibular block,all Mason's subjects used pressure
manipulation on the centre and posterior tongue au the
principal identification source.



It has-been-hypothesized (Rutherford,-1967)-that-a---
child's acquisition of phonology and ability to combine
sounds into linguistically meaningful patterns is
accomplished to some extent via Sensorimotor associations.
To acquire an adequate communication system would, therefore,
according to this hypothesis, depend on the "anatomical
and functional integrity of sensory receptors and their
concomitant interconnections through the peripheral and
Central Nervous System." (Zlatin, 1972, p.371). In the

previous section it has already been indicated how a
positive relationship exists between orosensory perception
and speech production. People deprived Of orosensory
sensation either pathologically or hereditarily, provide some
support for the above hypothesis and provide further data on
those aspects of speech production which seer to be most
affected by such deprivation.

Zlatin (1972) studied a child from the age of 11 to 47

months who had congenital sensory impairment. 4 (the child

studied) was insensitive to touch, pain and terperature in
tne oral cavity due to the absence of peripheral sensory
endings there. Despite this, on speech intelligibility tests
at the end of the period of study, a group of 34 adult
listeners could, as a group, judge correctly E4% of the
child's words used in the test sentences.

The kinds of errors and difficultieS which most
commonly arose in the child's speech show a rather significant
pattern. An analysis of feature violations at 41 nanths
revealed that place errors accounted for 72Z of articulatory
errors made (ranner violatlons accounted for 9; voicing
violations for 0 and oro-nasal violations 0.
These place errors reflected a general lack of articulatory
precision and anteriorly produced sounds were most effected:
Bilabial sounds were periodically absent from N's speech and
when otherwise attempted, tended to be replaced by linoual-
dental or lingual alveolar sounds. The tonoue tip was rarely
used relatively independently of the rest of the tongue. For

example, alveolar sounds would tend to be produced using the
toneue blade. Again It is interesting to note that the most
sensitive areas of the oral cavity (and the most densely
innervated) - the anterior areas of the tongue and the lips
in particular - are the areas where a major proportion of
articulatory errors occur. Few errors were rade oo vowels
or velar consonants; fricatives being a major source of
place and manner errors (e.g. f'd; v)b;15}d, p.386). Errors

like these in an experimentally Induced state of orosensory
deprivation were founcVtlyGammon et al. (1971) where, in
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the labial and alveolar regions alterations in fricatives,
affricatives and stops Occurred. Mason's (1967) observations .

cited previously, of subjects in oral stereognosis tests
using the centre and poSterior tongue for form manipulation
2211 when the whole of the anterior part of the tongue was
anaesthetized, underlines how important this highly sensitive
and mobile area is during speech production.

3.1 A series of experiments conducted by MacNeilage,
Sootes and Chase (1967) provides further evidence of the
importance of intact

orosensory feedback mechanisms in speech.
They intensively studied a 17 year old female with severe
impairment of orosensory capacity and motor control. She
felt no sensation of pain in the oral capacity when tested
with both tharp and blunt probes (p.451). Her speech was
virtually unintelligible, the impairment of her articulation
being significantly more marked for consonants ascpposed to
vowels (in fact, her speech has been restricted "primarily to
the production of vowel sounds most of her life" (p.450),
this impairment being related to a "marked inability to
organize movements of the lips and tongue" (451)).
Neurological examination showed no direct damage to the motor
system and no structural or functiOnal deficiencies in the
muscles. Tests of oral stereognosis, two-point discrimination
and tactile localization, however, showed considerable
deficiencies in orosensory functioning.

Her production of various sounds was phonetically analyzed.
As in the previously cited

study, the major source of error
was in the anterior oral cavity, consonants being most severely
affected, fricatives and stops especially. For example, her
voiced stops were never judged as correct and voiced
fricatives were seldom correct. Consonant clusters were
almost never produced correctly. Cinefluorographic study
revealed that the anterior part of the tongue never moved
independently (p.46I) which resulted in the girl not beino able
to articulate /e/ or affricates. This is Somewhat similar to
M's articulation, a further similarity being the girl's use of
tongue body movements alone to produce /t/ andjn/,

3.2 One of the problems with studies of such subjects is
that of separating possible motor effects on articulation-from
sensory based effects. Scott et al. (1971) conducted
experiments to assess the effect of clinically known motor
disorders on speech and compared them with speech production
under experimentally induced sensory deprivation. Their general
finding was that each group produced "unique kinds of
articulatory errors" (p.823), in particular, "the loss of
peripheral sensory information normally used in the control of
speech results in a unique constellation of articulatery
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deviations" (p.827), so it is possible to distinguish speakers
who have sensory based dysfunction from those with motor
system damage.

Of special interest here are the kinds of errors made by
the sensory-deprived group. Both groups had no difficulty
producing phonetically acceptable vowels. Of the consonan
productions, fricatlyes and stops suffered most and the , error
patterns from these two types of articulation in particular
could differentiate between dysarthric and sensory-deprived
speakers. Bilabials tended to be produced unilabially (using
the lower lip) or with an extended release phase which
produced an affricated release. Alveolar and velar stops
were retracted in half the potential occurences (a tendency
also noted by Macriellage et al. (1967) in their subject).
Fricatives, /s/ and 4r/ were less close and more retracted
than in normal speech. Another recurrent,finding was'the
inability of the sensory-deprived subjects to selectively shape
the tongue apex.

3.3 It is obviously not a particularly easy task to find
people who exhihit particular sensory dysfunctions so most
investigations of orosensory mechanisms to date are based on
experimental situations using normal subjects who are
selectively deprived of some aspect of their orosensory
perceptual mechanism. The patterns we have seen emerging from
the previous sections again becomes evident when experimental
sensory deprivation studies are considered. Sensory
deprivation is usually induced using nerve block anaesthesia,
this condition being the "block" condition. In the experiments
to be considered here, sensation in all surface oral receptors
in the supraglottal region are anaesthetized except for the
pharynx and posterior one third of the tongue.

Scott and Ringel (1971) studied two subjects' producti n
of 24 bisyllabic words and, using a classification system
based on that of Peterson and Shoup (1566), collected data on
"secondary articulatory parameters such as air release,
laryngeal action, apex shape and lip shape as well as primary
manner and place parameters". (p.807).

Again, stop manner errors tended to result from
insufficient closure so that 4 out of 5 of the errors for
intended initial /b/ resulted In bilabi.al fricative /0/.
Bilabial stops were unilabially produced using the lower lip in
approximately half the cases and voiceless stop release in
initial position tended to be affricated. (p.8081). Alveolar
and velar stops, /t d k g/, were often produced with a
retracted point of closure; alveolar stop closure tending to be
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effncted using a comparatively large tongue surface area.

Fricatives /s,j7 were almost always less closely
produced with lass or diminution of fine control over
tongue blade and apex manipulation in the formation of the
necessary constrictions.

Vowels are generally considered to be resilient to
anaesthetic on the hypothesis (Ladeforied. 1967; Schleisser
and Coleman. 1968) that they are more dependent OM
kinaesthetic feedback. However. Scott and Ringel did find
certain changes in vowel production. Those vowels which
need labial adjustment were frequently changed - /3 0 u/
being less rounded in half the cases and vowels specified
as high-front or high-back were found to be less close
(p.812). Vowels in the environment of consonants which
retracted under the block condition also tended to retract.
A "slight" tendency for vowels to adopt a more neutral vocal
tract configuration was also noted (p.813). This was of no
perceptual significance though but the hypothesis, that

vowels aro totally dependent on only kinesthetic monitoring
Channels needs reconsideration.

In a further experiment. Putnam and Riegel (1972) studied
the bilabials /p b m/ in initial, intervocalic and inter-
consonantal position and found them unilabially produced in
all cases, with incomplete closure for /p/ in all /Sp/
clusters (p.934). In normal and block conditions /p b m/
could be distinguished by their lip opening rates in initial
position, /p/ being fastest and /m/ slowest. /p/ changed
phonemically in intervocalic position and in double and
treble clusters, to /6/. L1p opening rates also distinguished
/p b 6/ with /p/ anall beine swiftest and /m/ slowest. The

voiceless bilabial plosive seems to be most dependent on
sensory information, possibly because such information may
be needed for determining intraoral air pressure which can,
inter alia, distinguish /p/ from /h/ and /m/ (Malecot, 1968).

Again, vowels were altered under block conditions. After

unilabial stop releaSe, /ae/ and /i/ were less open and /u/
was not rounded (p.534). Another difference was that /ae, i/
maximum lip opening areas were half their control values and
/m/'S maximum lip opening area was 2 to 3 times the control
value. (p.536). This again Shows the n-..1 f'r close
examini,tion of vowels in sensory block cf.;gi ons to try and



establish how much coarticulation
with deviant consonants

might be causing these
effects and whether or not tactile

deprivation significantly
effects vowel production. The

explanation of the relative
integrity of vowel production

under sensory deprivation may
not be simply because such

deprivation does not affect
vowels to the same extent as

consonants but may perhaps be because vowels can be

produced with a greater degree of under* or overshoot which

is not perceptually
significant than consonants which. In

the case of fricatives for
example, require more accurate

articulatory adjustments. This speculation could

profitably be tested.

The tendency for fricatives
/si"/ to be pr duced with a

closer more retracted
articulatory positioning is noted by

Horii et al. (1973) who made acoustic analyses of speech

produced under anaesthetic. They found significant

alterations in the spectral
characteristics of /sJ7.

Spectral maxima for /s/ moved down in frequency by up to

3.000 HZ and for /I/ by up to 1,000 PZ (73). Relative

amplitude of vowel formants were
also affected thouoh fo

centre frequencies were not significantly altered.

To sum up, consonants are, as a class, more severely

affected by sensory deprivation than vowels though the

effect of sensory deprivation
in voweis needs reconsideration.

(%nong consonants, fricative
and affricative errors of manner

of production generally
outnurber.such errors in plosives,

laterals, glides arid nasals
(Gammen et al., 1971, p.277).

The most frequent errors in Gammon et al.'s study of

articulation under block anaesthesia were:

(a) Substitution of
plosives for fricatives (in 302 out

of 3314 intended fricative productions).

fext were

b) Substitution of
labiodentals for bilabials (in 319

out of 330 intended bilabial productions) p.279.

Place errors generally involve a backwards (labiodental

alveolar) articulatory moverent
and manner errors generally

irvolve an open to closed movement (fricatives / affricatives

. plosives). The majority of place errors occur in the

anterior part of the oral cavity, in particular, in the



bilabial/labiodental area (Gammon et al. 1971, p.276). This
suggests that more articulatory precision and, therefore,
more intact orosensery feedback may be necessary for such
articulations as compared with, for instance, velar or
palatal productions.

Although much more investigation of orosensory
feedback mechanisms is necessary before their role in speech
production is comprehensively established, it is of interest
at this point; to consider the data presented here in
relation to some theo.ries of speech production which form
the general conceptual framework within which a large amount
of present day phonetic research is conducted.

Fairbanks (1991i) posited a model of speech production
which included the idea of speech as a servomechanism
(cf. Chase, 1967). ACcording to his model, speech output
in terms of auditory and orosensory feedback - was continually

monitored and sampled end a high-level comparator matched it
with the input of the speech mechanism; Any differences
between the two would trigger an error correction signal
which would modify outgoing high-level commands to the
articulators (p,I35). At first glance, the disruptions
caused by sensory deprivation would seem to support this;
However, the model would predict muti more radical breakdown
because of its virtually total dependence on closed loop
feedback from the periphery. The fact, however, that speech
remains highly intelligible under extensive orosensory feedbaci,
deprivation does not support Fairbanks' model; It could be
arnued that auditory feedback compensates for loss or
diminution of orosensory feedback but Schleisser and Col an
(1968); Gammon et al. (1971) and Ringel and Steer (1963) found
that even with both orosensory deprivation and auditory
masking speech still remains highly intelligible; Corticulation
studies showing anticipatory articulator movements also
suggest some autonomous high-level motor command system
invo1ved in speech production (Sussman et al.. 1973; Ohman,
1966; Daniloff and Kim, 1971).

If speech is considered as a "skilled bodily action" as
Ladefoged (-967) suggests (p.162) then the degree of speech
efficiency which is exhibited would depend on how well the
speaker could process and coordinate incoming sense data wi h
outgoing motor activity, Ladefoged S8W 3 kinds of feedback
necessary for this (a) auditory (b) tactile (c) kinesthetic
(PJ63). ThI- kind of "efficiency" is what orosensory tests



purport to measure and the distinctions with regard to
articulatory proficiency between various groups of speakers
discussed in Section 3 tend to support the suggestion of
speech efficiency being to some extent deper '77nt on the
integrity of this sensory monitoring and intenrating system.
Ladefoged also assigned different sensory monitoring systems
to different classes of articulation (p.164-5). He saw

auditory feedback as the principal monitoring system for
preserving vowel quality, nasality and pitch and orosensory
feedback as the monitoring system for consonants=
Interestingly, Perko!! (1969) makes a somewhat similar
speculation about such a division of peripheral mechanisms=
He posits 2 underlying neuromuscular systems involved in
speech which deal with different kinds of peripheral
feedback. Vowels which principally depend on the tongue's
extrinsic muscles use acoustic and kinesthetic information
principally and consonants, using extrinsic muscles and
faster intrinsic muscles, depend more on tactile feedback ahd
intraoral air pressure feedback.

Both Ladefoged and Perkell seem to tacitly assure that
there is closed-loop control of speech and both also assume
that if certain articulations are not affected by orosensory
deprivation, it is probably because some other feedback
mechanism is being relied on. Binge] (197C) believes that

such attempted divisions of monitorine responsibilities are
not at present justified by the evidence. (Cf. Studdert-Kennedy

and Shankweiler. 1970).

According to Henke (1967) the normal temporal succession
of speech movements cannot be effected without the use of
peripheral feedback. For instance, he would posit that without
tactile feedback to indicate bilabial closure, the command
system which waits on this signal before proceeding would have
its time schedttie disrupted and the normal articulatory
movement (in time) from one position to another would be
changed. Certain evidence would seem to support this: the
fricated release of initial /p/ and the correlated delay in
VOT for the succeeding vowel which Putnam and Ringel found
(1972). Again it is assumed that use of proprioceptive or
aiditory feedback compensates for loss of tactile or pressure

sensitivity.

4.1 The extreme opposing view of the speech prOduction
mechanism is that speech is a completely open-loop system.
As Mactieilape (1970) says, this system would "not have to wait
for information associated with actually reachine the previous
location in order to control the following movement
appropriately" (p.189). With such an autonomous motor command
system one would predict no disruption to speech under
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conditions of orosensory deprivation and, as we have seen,
this is not the case. A point between these extremes
yields a more satisfactory explanatory model.

The work of the Haskins experimenters on the motor
theory of speech perception (Liberman et al., 1963. 1967)
posits that we learn to associate our speech output with
our perception of that output, RootesEnd HacNeilage (1967)
found such an association in their study of the
congenitally deprived girl. Among stop consonants and
front vowels "the most efficiently produced phones (/i/ and
fb/) are also the ones most successfully identified".
(p.317). fowever. her speech was "almost completely
unintelligible" to the authors though her perception of the
normal speech of others was apparently normal (p.317).
The problen, of course, with subjects who are deprived of
normal sensory input over a long period as opposed to short
tern deprivation, is that they lack normal coordinated
sensorimotor experience and, if, as Ladefoged (1967) and
Bishop et al. (1973) suggest, speech efficiency is related
to a speaker's atility to integrate sensory information p.'ith
Motor patterns of speech, one woUld expect severe
disruption in the case of the girl mentioned above. The

whole subject of normal orosensory experience in the
acquisition oF speech and maintenance of its normal
efficiency needs investigation. In the experimental
investigations discussed earlier, short term deprivation
could be compensated for by the previously established
integrity of the speech mechanism as the high level of
intelligibility shows. Such an investigation should also
include a study of the posited space-coordinate systems in
speech users' trains ("acHeilage, 1972:t1ch tests such as
oral stereocnosis seem to suocest

4.2 A model which includes both open and closed loops
systems in speech was suggested by Liberman et al, (1967) to
work in the following manner:

,"The instructions might be of two types, 'ontorf' or
'gor.r,o', even in a maximally simple model. In the one case.
the affected muscle would contract or'not with little
regard for its current state (or the position of the
artculator it moves): in the other, the instruction would
operate via the gamma efferent system to determine the degree
of contraction (hence the final position of the articulator,
whatever its initial position.)" (p.447).



It is generally accepted that there is an autonomous
open loop system involved in speech, primarily to encode
at the high level not just one articulatory segment at a
time but a succession of such segments posited as being
about 7 syllables long (Kozhevnikov and Chistovich, 1969;
Gammon et al.. 1973; Laver. 1968) and within this general
framework, Liberman et al.'s hypothesis seems plausible and
there is a certain amount of evidence to support it.
According to their hypothesis, in an initial /p/ production,

a simple open-loop, 'on-off' closure gesture would be
necessary, hut in order to go to the following articulatory
position the command system must know where the relevant
articulators are moving from in order to calculate the
distance in time which they have to cover. Putnam and

Ringel's (1972) findings would seem to corroborate this.
In their study, referred to earlier, initial /p b m/ suffered
no major chanes in manner of production under anaesthetic
whereas, for instance, intervocalic /p/ and /p/ after /s/
changed to fricatives and /r/ and /u/ following initial /p/
were often not rounded (p.939). Kezhevnik0e and Chistovich
(1965) showed that lip closure velocity in bilabials was
directly proportional to the amount of lip opening of the
preceding vowel. The anaesthetic, we could posit,

disrupted the 'where from' information.

Scott and Ringel (1971) also support this position with

some interesting observations. Under anaestbbtic, subjects
can make basic manner gestures not significantly affected

by anaesthetic such as: complete closure of the vocal tract,
opening and closine of the palate, basic vocal tract
configurations br vowels and close vocal tract constrictions

(P.815). This provides a basis for positing high-level
encoding of motor commands for specific targets which would
in the main be eross manner gestures. Closed loop control
via tactile, pressure, prOprioceptive and auditory mechanisms
then becomes necessary to refine these basic gestures,
particularly, as we have seen, in articulations involving
relativefy more precise articulator positioning (Liberman

et al.. (1967)). The lack or loss of refinement of apical

tOngue gestures noted previouslyin pathological or
congenital sensory deprived speakers also suggests that we
can make a distinction between basic gross gestures and those
which are more refined.



Moll and Shriner (1967) show that palatal
position varies as a function Of segment tYPe so on-off
commands cannot be expected at the periphery. They posit

environmental restraints as the reason for this but
maintain that, at the high level, the command can be
posited as binary,

A further complication involved and a further
demonstration of the role of closed loop control has been
pointed out by MacNellage (l970) referring to work on
speech initiation gestures by the jaw (for instance,

Krones and Nanson..1970):

"although the amount of opening of the jaw varies over
a range of several inns= under non-speech conditions the jaw

positions adopted for a given initial segment shows very
little variation (1*2 mms,) with repetitions of the same

utterance, For this to be so, the production mechanism
must take into account the pre-speech position of the jaw;
and make a speech-initial jaw movement contineent upon the
pre-speech position," (p,197).

The problem of explaining peripheral variance in models
which posit invariant hich-level phonoloclical inputs will

=4robably involve specifying sensory-feedback systems and
their modifying role at the periphery and most speech
production models discussed here could probably include in
their investigations of the motor control of speech as an
oulptIt oriented device a consideration of input influences
on that output (Lindblom (1972): Tatham (1969)). A fruitful

approach could be an examination of the influences of
orosensOry deprivation on coarticulation which could throw
1Lnht on the complex relationship between autonomous central
motor Control and peripheral sensory mechanisms= The degree

to which a relatively independent articulator can compensate
for overshoot or undershoot may depend to some extent on the
sensitivity of the articulators involved to peripheral

sensory information=

Previous sections have demonstrated the existence of
methods of differentiating classes of articulations (correla ed
with major phonological classes) and some feature

specifications= The distinction found between vowels and
consonants is the obvious example of the former and the



diStinction between the anterior and posterior parts of
the oral cavity (correlating to some extent with the
anterior/coronal phonological division, (Gammon et al..
1973)) exemplify the latter.

Detpiled investigation of bilabials and fricatives,
for example, which seem most effected by deprivation and
of various place differentiations between articulations
and comparison of this data with phonological classifica
ory systems could be enlightenine in view of the present
interest in phonological natural classes. The general

finding that anaesthetic may selectively effect certain
classes of sounds (Vorii et al. 1973) and their
intelligibility gives further reason for such investi-
gations. The theory of Parkedness uses, as part of its
justification for assigning m or u markers to certain
phonological entities a concept of relative complexity
- int for example, the norter of features needed to
specify a seament or a class. Studies of orosensory
rechanisms also involve the concept of complexity of
different articulations (for e.r. fricatives as opposed to
nasals) and also could provide a relatively concrete
procedure for definine relative complexity! in terms of.
for example, articulators involved. dependence on various
feedback mechanisms etc.

The output of the phonology provides a set of
instructions to the articulators on the assumption thOt
there exists some idealized speech norm - sore norm of

articulatory proficiency. Studies of speakers with
orosensory deprivation, vmet'er experimental patholonical

or congenital, could help esta:lish those aspects of speech
production (tactile, proprioce:tive feedback, etc.) without
which articulation cannot be classed as 'normal'. One could

investigate the previously posited basic ranner gestures
with a view to this.

1

and also for dSfininc the amount of relative articulatory
precision which ray
purposes.

necessary for speech perception



b,4 much more data needs to be collected on the nature
and function of sensory input mechanisms and their
specific role in speech production* There is virtually
no information at present on the role of sensory feedback
on compensatory articulator activity. The effect which
orosensory deprivation of a particular articulator has on
the activity of synergistic articulators involved in
producing the same articulatory oesture also needs
investigation*

In order to establish the relative importance of
sensory mechanisms in specific articulatory gestures (e.o*
in bilabials), the other ;,nown parameters involved must be
simultaneously examined. The intraoral pressure mechanism
posited by Malecot (1968) has yet to be conclusively
established* The relative roles in articulation of
proprioceptive, tactile, pressure and auditory feedback
mechanisms also need thorough investigation. Other
techniques such as palatography or x-ray filming would be
necessary for collecting quantitative data on such
phenomena as 'observed tongue retraction etc. and possible
alterations in place of articulation generally.

One ofthe problems with EMG studies of muscle
activity in conditions of orosensory deprivation and
general orobler in all orosensory deprivation studies is
an anatomical one. The difficulty in identifying individual
muscles for [MG investigations using either surface-cup or
needle electrodes is well known (Harris, 1970. Work by,
for example, Ohman et al. (1968) aimed at providing a
reliable method of ensuring proper positioning of electrodes
can help here* More specifically, the role of anaesthetic
in experimental deprivation experiments is a problem which
needs investigation. Little is known of possible leakages
of the anaesthetic to motor nerves, neighbouring those
selected for anaesthetic*I Usubiaoa et al. (1967),
demonstrated how certain commonly used anaesthetiCs-
(procaine, lignocaine) enter the cerebrospinal fluid
extremely rapidly (within 20 minutes) and this nay possibly
effect the brain speech-controlling mechanism* However,
considering our current knowledge of the subject the similarity
already established between experimentally deprived subjects'
speech and the speech of congenitally or patholooically
deprived subjects' speech tends to suggest this influence is
not absolutely crucial.
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